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‘if a tree falls in a forest and no one is around to hear it, does 

it make a sound?’ is a philosophical assumption that raises 

questions regarding thought and awareness of reality.

so to ask in a similar vein, ‘if our collections are not visited, do they have any significance?’

as a botanic gardens professional, i know this is a loaded question. of course they do and of 

course they are important. But for the wider community outside of the world of botanic gardens – 

especially government and our funding bodies, it’s a question that many times correlates. visitation 

on any level is what’s required to show our worth.

the following is a list of three of the main criteria promoted by Botanic Gardens conservation 

international (BGci) that may be met in part or whole by any institution that is considered to be a 

botanic garden:

•	 adequate labelling of the plants

•	 open to the public

•	 communication of information to other gardens, institutions and the public.

What has become prevalent in my mind in the past twelve years of working in our field is how 

important the work that we do is and how vital it is that we communicate this message well. 

anyone can throw an event, provide a face painter and jumping castle and the crowds come and 

the kids love it. But how is that experience different to what anyone else offers?

How well we balance tourism within our botanic gardens and arboreta with the experience that 

people often expect from these places is a tricky one. not enough visitors and, as many smaller 

or more isolated botanic gardens know, we struggle to prove our worth. too many visitors or 

frustrated visitors who can’t get a parking space, and we destroy the very peace, tranquillity and 

ability to pause, wonder and learn that our botanic gardens and arboreta inherently offer. 

in our ever fuller and busier lives that positive experience guarantees visitors will return again and 

again. i hope you enjoy reading about both sides of tourism that is the focus of this edition of 

tHe Botanic GarDener.

My focus as BGanZ President over autumn has been working on the goals outlined in the 

business plan and especially on the tourism view, progressing the cook/Banks 2020 vision with our 

international partners at kew, and researching options to expand the Botanic trail concept outside 

of Queensland, throughout australia and across into new Zealand. With my tenure coming to an 

end in Wollongong this october, i plan to continue implementing the many goals our professional 

society aspires to in all that i do. 

President’s view
Dale Arvidsson, BGanZ President

Dale arvidsson
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editorial insights
Janelle Hatherly, Managing editor

Janelle Hatherly

i mentioned in the last issue that i was off to the north american 

Garden tourism conference in toronto. i hoped to gain some 

international perspectives related to garden tourism to share 

with you in this issue and have done just that. richard Benfield’s 

interview is one outcome and i’ll add a couple of other insights here. 

tourism is the world’s fourth largest industry and garden tourism is a significant part of it. 

successful garden tourism is clearly the result of collaboration and expertise in a wide variety of 

fields. the conference (http://gardentourism.blogspot.com.au/) held 16-18 March drew experts from 

horticulture, gardens management, market research, visitor services and the tourism industry. i came 

to appreciate that together we create experiences, not just beautiful gardens or commercial products. 

People spoke passionately about the role plants play in creating aesthetic environments 

within which human activities can occur. Whether referring to a botanic garden, theme park or 

annual garden show, the importance of quality landscapes to the vitality of communities was 

clearly demonstrated. 

north america experienced a dreadful winter this year and being in this part of the world in March 

opened my eyes to the significant role plants play in the lives of people who live in countries with 

four distinct seasons. they hunger for signs of ‘green’ life and they rejoice at the sight of flowers 

in the natural landscape. it helps explain the proliferation of public gardens in these climates and 

acknowledges the growing focus on community gardening. 

Most significantly i reinforced my belief that our professional gardens’ unique selling proposition 

is to educate and inspire lifelong learning and meaningful connections with plants and place. it’s a 

gift that keeps on giving (to the individual and the planet) and separates us from all other tourist 

attractions ... even if they include plants. 

one third of the 6.1 million international tourists to Australia visit 
gardens. For a very large continent with only 23.5 million people, 
our domestic tourism is significantly higher (nearly 80 million trips).

For my own presentation i researched tourism in australia and new Zealand. it surprised 

me to learn that new Zealand currently gets half a million more international tourists per 

annum than australia, even though it has a population one fifth of ours. it’s fascinating how 

the movie industry can change a small country’s economy. By providing the setting for the 

Hobbit and lord of the rings movies, tourism really is ‘making a difference’ in new Zealand!  

http://gardentourism.blogspot.com.au/
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every plant part you see here is made 
of glass, superbly crafted by father 
and son leopold and rudolf Blaschka 
between 1887 and 1936.

Hamilton Gardens, our feature garden this issue, 

is punching above its weight in terms of achieving 

worldwide tourism appeal. 

the latest statistics from tourism research australia show 

that, of our 6.1 million international tourists annually, one 

third visit gardens. Many international visitors come to 

see friends and relatives. if locals are connecting with our 

gardens then so will their guests. 

For a very large continent with a relatively small 

population, our domestic tourism is significantly higher 

(nearly 80 million trips). this means, that even though we 

love travelling abroad, per capita each australian travels 

3-4 times within australia each year. 

there is evidence that regional tourism is on the increase 

with people looking for local experiences. research shows 

that many people go to 2-3 events while in country towns. 

and when these events (music, food & wine) take place 

outdoors in garden settings they are even more popular! 

and finally, the best experience for me? it was visiting 

the Glass Flowers exhibition at Harvard natural History 

Museum. those of you who have seen them will 

understand and for those who haven’t, visit http://hmnh.

harvard.edu/glass-flowers to see what’s in store. as an international tourist i found out about this 

unique herbarium collection by word-of-mouth followed by straightforward internet searches. 

Many articles in this issue draw on the role of technology in helping us move our gardens from 

places about plants to engaging visitor experiences and relevant centres of conservation excellence. 

i hope you find some useful ideas here to implement in your own work environment and that you’ll 

take the opportunity to discuss and debate these issues with your colleagues at the upcoming 

BGanZ conference in Wollongong. see you there!

PostsCRIPt from the President
ideas on how to increase visitation, offer quality experiences and face-to-face discussion with 

key botanic staff is a fundamental benefit of attending the upcoming BGanZ congress in 

october in Wollongong. curator Paul tracey and his team have drawn professionals from 

australia, new Zealand and around the globe to speak on this theme as well as included topics 

covering science, research and horticulture that will engage participants in the many facets of 

both technical and trade aspects of botanic gardens and arboreta. i hope to see you all there.

http://hmnh.harvard.edu/glass-flowers
http://hmnh.harvard.edu/glass-flowers
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FEATURE INTERVIEW

outstanding in the field 
Janelle Hatherly interviews 

Dr Richard W. Benfield, Department of Geography 
central connecticut state university, usa

your book Garden tourism gives a great 
overview of this popular leisure activity 
and your relatively recent appointment 
as President of the international Garden 
tourism network recognises that gardens are 
becoming an international attraction type. 
i’d like to start by asking you: 

As a university geography professor, what do you teach 

that is relevant to botanic gardens?
Dr richard Benfield

i teach courses such as world regional geography and human geography. Most relevant to the 

botanic garden world would be National Parks and World Heritage Sites, Plants and Predators 

(flora and fauna conservation) and this year i’ve added Plants, Thieves and Human Uses 

(ethnobotany). My classes are for graduates and undergraduates and are full, with class sizes of 

40 or 25 depending on limits. 

the focus is primarily on marketing botanic gardens as great places to visit but also recognising 

their role in addressing societal issues of sustainability and conservation. 

Where did your interest in gardens and garden tourism originate?

to be honest, i think it’s in my Dna. i was brought up in a small rural area of england where my 

father pretty much grew everything we ate, with the exception of meat and other proteins like milk. 

But i left that long ago. i only came back to gardens in the late 1990s when i had to teach a class 

on tourism. 

seeing busloads of people 
going into Longwood 
Gardens and enquiring 
about visitation data started 
a lifelong research agenda.

i had seen busloads of people going into 

longwood Gardens in Philadelphia and enquired 

about garden visitation data. this started a 

research agenda that has been with me for 

the past 17 years. i’m pleased to say that 
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longwood Gardens is regarded as the 

pre-eminent garden for tourism in the usa. 

they exceeded a million visitors last year and 

for us in the usa that’s a significant number. 

i originally only wanted baseline data on the 

number and nature of people who go to 

american botanic gardens but that quickly 

expanded into asking why they visited and 

where they came from. then i started looking 

at world regional gardens and realised 

there was also a historic dimension to all 

these gardens. 

there was so much more to them than visitor 

agendas, and gardens are multifaceted with a 

very important role to play reflecting society’s 

complexity and multiplicity. i looked at the 

great diversity of gardens and noticed a whole 

raft of trends. it was easy to write a book 

about it and it was a great way of keeping 

track of what i’d visited. 

longwood’s award winning restrooms nestled into a 
4,072-square-foot green wall of about 47,000 ferns 
and other plants. Photo credit: longwood Gardens

richard presenting his Garden Tourism book to 
sheikh Dhayab Bin tahnoon al nahyan, crown 
Prince of Dubai and managing partner of Dubai 
Miracle Garden.

You’ve visited a lot of botanic gardens, over 

200 by some accounts. What trends have 

you seen and what have you learnt by way 

of guiding principles? 

i go back to David rae, formerly of the royal 

Botanic Garden edinburgh, who enlightened 

me that he believes botanic gardens, and 

public gardens in general, lost their visitor focus 

in the 1970s, 1980s and early 1990s. at that 

time gardens were heavily internally focused, 

prioritising plantings and signage around 

personal, horticultural or scientific research 

agendas. our societal beast has changed and 

many gardens are now responding to external 

influences, and are redefining their relevance 

and changing appropriately.

FEATURE INTERVIEW

the spectacular 1000 Bloom Mum, featuring more 
than 1,500 perfectly arranged flowers on the one 
plant are part of longwood’s chrysanthemum Festival. 
Photo credit: longwood Gardens
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our societal beast has changed and many gardens are now 
responding to external influences, and are redefining their 
relevance and changing appropriately.

art and floral displays, performances and showcasing ‘the unique’ such as unusual plants etc. 

are becoming mainstream and are bringing new audiences into the gardens who may not have 

previously been attracted to the place.

new york Botanic Garden recreated 
Monet’s Giverny garden in one of their 
glasshouses and attracted 250,000 
additional visitors.

cadi Jam ora: First encounters garden at 
royal Botanic Garden sydney

What’s a garden tourist and how do you 

study them?

i don’t attempt to define a tourist other than to say 

they are the person who walks through the entrance 

of the garden – no matter what motivation he or she 

may have, where they are from or where they are 

staying. in the uk, wanting a nice cup of tea is very 

much a trait of participation in english gardens (where 

they provide good cups of tea!) as is visiting gardens 

that are primarily research oriented. i think of kew’s 

Wakehurst Place in West sussex, with its Millennium 

seed bank – it is equally as relevant to serious 

botanists as it is to someone walking through the 

door who is just there to see pretty flowers. 

as i travel around gardens, i see remarkable strides 

being made in communicating the relevance, 

importance and massive contribution gardens can 

make to the general public and interested individuals.

they have done some remarkable things. 

For example, in your own BGanZ region the 

indigenous people’s gardens that you’ve developed, 

interpreted and delivered are a product that is 

educational and very much relevant to today’s society. 

also the social capital programs that botanic gardens 

have about being part of the wider community fulfill 

a contemporarily relevant and significant role. 
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i don’t envy botanic gardens their challenge of being all things to all people for all purposes. this 

is a very difficult thing to achieve. My advice is, ‘it starts with data. When in doubt, go to the data.’ 

some gardens do this well but we need to better understand the visitor – their needs, desires and 

motivations. at the same time, we need to be cognisant of what we are and what we stand for. 

My experience over the years is that many gardens don’t know what data to collect or what to 

do with it. Many collect postcodes – and that’s it. Much more sophistication is needed in our 

visitor research. Basically, gardens need to know a customer’s demographics and then there are 

psychographics, but that costs. 

staff and students from ccsu taking a break 
from conducting research at national Botanic 
Garden, cuba. 

ccsu students conducting video interviews and 
surveys at Queens Botanic Garden in new york. 

What should you then do with the data you collect? Basically, it needs to be put in a report and 

circulated to everyone in the organisation so that all departments know who they are dealing with. 

if you don’t, then you risk your visitor just not coming anymore. no matter how fantastic your 

mission is, if no-one is coming for you to impart the mission to, then you are in serious trouble. 

it becomes the underpinning to almost everything gardens do. 

that’s why most gardens break up their audience segments into ‘same day’, ‘domestic and 

international’ visitors. each has different specific needs and requirements, demands and wants 

and patterns of visiting. When i come to australia, for example, and visit a botanic garden, my 

expectations and needs are different from the local person who lives three blocks away. 

no matter how fantastic your mission is, if no-one is coming for 
you to impart the mission to, then you are in serious trouble.

that’s actually one of the beauties of gardens in general – they can deliver a lot of garden 

experiences to a lot of different demographics, motivations, ages etc. this is something that other 

tourist attractions, say amusement parks, just can’t do. 
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What else has your global research shown?

My research shows me that most people come to gardens for social reasons and want to interact 

with each other, other people, the plants and the place. you don’t get this as readily in zoos or in 

amusement parks. and, given plants and the environment are a little more scientific than a theme 

park ride, means that interpretation is very important and, if done well, people want to learn more. 

visitor interaction with customer service providers is absolutely invaluable. educators and 

knowledgeable guides make gardens very special experiences and places. time and time again this 

comes up in terms of visitor satisfaction: ‘the guide was fabulous, he/she knew everything’. 

By the way, visitor satisfaction in gardens is very, very high. throughout the world the satisfaction 

quotient is well up in the high 90 percentiles. satisfaction is related to value for money – if this is 

higher than 97% then it suggests you aren’t charging enough!

My suspicion is that gardens around the world undercharge. When you think of what most people 

get from a day out in a botanic garden, it’s grossly underpriced. My daughter pays $80-$100 to see 

a music star and i pay $5 to go into a botanic garden. this seems disproportionate. Gardens are a 

valuable and an affordable day out – very much an economic option in terms of the tourism industry.

When you visit gardens, what do you look for and what is your idea of a successful garden?

i hope i don’t go in with any preconceived notions of what i expect a particular garden to do, deliver 

or to be, related to its mission. that’s a nice way to be because i end up with an element of surprise 

and say ‘Man, that’s something i’ve never seen before!’ or it might mean seeing plants unique to the 

place … or seeing familiar plants from home growing in a new environment. again, that’s the nice 

element of botanic gardens – they can cross different biomes, from deserts to tropical. 

i also like to be surprised from my own academic perspective as a tourism professional. Basically, 

i look to see what makes a garden special – what creates that unique memorable experience. 

In this time of great change what do you see as the future of botanic gardens with regard 

to visitation?

i am very optimistic and bullish about this. sadly every statistic i see tells me that botanic gardens 

are underappreciated in terms of the volume of visitors they are catering to. i think there’s a 

movement/evidence out there that suggests botanic gardens, and gardens in general, will soon 

become a destination or an attraction that ranks up there with other classic attractions.

 

For example, the Bellagio Hotel in las vegas appreciates everyone comes for gaming reasons but 

they see that what sets their hotel apart from other venues is having a garden in the middle of their 

FEATURE INTERVIEW

Interpretation of plants and the environment is very important and 
if done well, people want to learn more. this is something that other 
tourist attractions, say theme parks, just can’t do.
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casino. i am optimistic and confident that garden tourism, in all its forms, is becoming one of the 

pre-eminent tourist leisure activities in the world – and not just the Western world. 

Perhaps the most remarkable proof of what i call ‘the globalization of garden tourism’ is the 

Miracle Garden in Dubai u.a.e. Here 750,000 Dubai residents get to see millions of flowers 

in a desert setting and in a design that captures elements of garden design and layout 

borrowed from other parts of the world. the garden is such that it won an award from the 

international Garden tourism network, just this past March. For other 2015 winners, see  

http://gardentourism.blogspot.com.au/2015/03/winners-of-2015-canadian-garden-tourism.html 

What are you reading/watching/listening to 

at the moment?

i’m currently enjoying reading Red Sand; Green 

Heart by John read. it’s about the arid lands of 

south australia and the unique flora and fauna 

of that area. i have just finished the Brother 

Gardeners by andrea Wulff and The Fever Tree by 

Honigsbaum, both of which are as good a thriller 

as you will get in any bookstore. 

i don’t read much fiction but, as you can tell, i do 

enjoy reading non-fiction about plant explorers – 

the botanists in the Himalayas, china, australia etc. 

they rank up there with the great geographic, as 

well as botanical, expeditions of all time. 

these stories are starting to be told in botanic 

gardens in blockbuster exhibitions, with a focus 

on the plants they were after rather than just the 

expedition itself. such as the recent excellent 

exhibition at the arid lands Botanic Garden in 

Port augusta on Matthew Flinders or the spate of 

Darwin exhibitions in 2012.

Ed note: Richard will be a keynote speaker at the 

BGANZ Congress in Wollongong (25 to 28 October).

Paul nursey, tourism victoria, receiving his 
international Garden tourism ‘Destination 
of the year’ Dr. richard Benfield, chair 
international Garden tourism network 
with the Honourable Peter kent, MP. 
Photo credit: canadian Garden council 

Dubai Miracle Garden. 
Photo credit: Pascal Garbe

FEATURE INTERVIEW

For example, the Bellagio Hotel in las vegas appreciates everyone comes for gaming reasons but 

they see that what sets their hotel apart from other venues is having a garden in the middle of their 

casino. i am optimistic and confident that garden tourism, in all its forms, is becoming one of the 

pre-eminent tourist leisure activities in the world – and not just the Western world. 

http://gardentourism.blogspot.com.au/2015/03/winners-of-2015-canadian-garden-tourism.html
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WhAT’S NEW

How many visitors do botanic gardens receive every year?

BGci has been doing some analysis of data in their Gardensearch database and have come up 

with some surprising figures. extrapolating from the data supplied by nearly 500 botanic gardens 

around the world, BGci estimate that total visitor numbers are around 500 million annually. 

this is more than twice previous estimates and getting closer to the 700 million thought to visit 

zoos and aquaria each year. statistics such as this are very valuable for promoting the work of 

botanic gardens. if you work in a botanic garden, please ensure that your Gardensearch profile is 

complete and regularly updated. to find out more click here.

singapore Botanic Gardens to join Padua and 
Kew Gardens as unesCo-listed gardens

unesco-appointed panel, the international council on Monuments and sites (icoMos), praised 

the gardens as an ‘exceptional example’ of a British tropical colonial botanic garden in southeast 

asia. icoMos has recommended that the gardens be listed as a unesco World Heritage site, 

which would mark it as an area of outstanding universal cultural or natural value. if the gardens is 

successful in its bid, it will be the first such site in singapore and join two other unesco-listed 

gardens: the 1759 royal Botanic Gardens in kew, england and the 1545 orto botanico di Padova in 

Padua, italy. to find out more click here. 

as the singapore Botanic Gardens waits to hear the outcome of its bid to become the country’s 

first unesco World Heritage site, channel news asia took a look at five facts that may come as a 

surprise. to find out more click here.

MoBot celebrates the continued contribution it makes 
in science on a global scale

Dr. Peter Wyse Jackson, president of the Missouri Botanical Garden (MoBot) said ‘We were 

overwhelmed with the reaction our 2012 lantern Festival received and for the last two years have 

heard from so many people asking if another festival would ever be held. 

Botanic news: 
from home and abroad 

https://www.bgci.org/garden_search.php?jmid=5137&j=314207209&m=F6B07D77E8DC46E7B4B4BA4412951BDF&g=1436162704&utm_source=JangoMail&utm_medium=Email&utm_campaign=Cultivate+No.+53+%28May+2015%29%3A+Thinking+about+our+members+%28314207209%29&utm_content=janelle.hatherly%40bigpond.com
http://news.asiaone.com/news/singapore/appraisal-gardens%E2%80%99-unesco-bid-out-soon
http://www.channelnewsasia.com/news/singapore/5-things-about-singapore/1891620.html
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at the same time, we have continued our botanical research in china, and feel it is fitting to 

highlight the growing number of botanical gardens in that country as we celebrate the continued 

contributions the Missouri Botanical Garden makes in science on a global scale.’ to find out more 

click here.

Hugo Bugg – hot new property?

exeter’s Hugo Bugg won gold at the 2014 chelsea Flower show and was hailed ‘hot new property’ 

after becoming the youngest-ever gold medal winner at the world’s most famous flower show.

Hugo Bugg landscapes (HBl) was born out of his vision for a creative and contemporary design 

practice specialising in high-end residential gardens. With two other designers, HBl undertakes not 

only domestic garden design but also commercial and public landscapes, rooftop terraces, botanic 

gardens and exhibitions.

among his current projects is a ‘big’ botanic garden for a princess in Jordan in the Middle east, as 

well one at a large estate near exeter. to find out more click here.

Accolades for the Australian PlantBank 

WhAT’S NEW

the australian PlantBank has taken out six 

architectural awards since its completion in 

october 2013 and is a winner yet again after 

taking two gongs at the Museums and Galleries 

national awards. award number one was for the 

PlantBank app which took out first place for best 

interpretation, learning and audience engagement 

followed by the PlantBank interpretation taking out 

best Permanent exhibition or Gallery Fitout award. 

if you haven’t seen PlantBank yet, this fabulous 

facility will be open in august as part of this year’s 

science Week activities. the open day at the 

australian Botanic Garden, Mount annan will be 

held on sunday 23 august from 10am to 2pm. 

the day will include talks from research scientists, 

botanical illustration demonstrations, craft and 

activities for kids and Science of the Seed tours. 

to find out more click here.

http://www.theintelligencer.com/local_news/article_0ea35e42-0a0d-11e5-ae68-a714c2807d27.html
http://www.exeterexpressandecho.co.uk/Exeter-8217-s-Hugo-Bugg-youngest-Chelsea-Flower/story-26611567-detail/story.html
http://www.plantbank.org.au/
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new exhibition and apps for Blue Mountains Botanic Garden

the World Heritage centre at the Blue Mountains Botanic Garden, Mount tomah has been 

transformed and was re-launched as The Botanists Way Discovery Centre at an event on 5 June 

2015, attended by the Hon stuart ayres MP, Minister for trade, tourism and special events.

the discovery centre tells the stories of early botanists who explored the northern Blue Mountains 

seeking rare plants and trying to find a crossing to the west. creating connections between botany 

and the remarkable canyons only a short distance away, the discovery centre also focuses on the 

traditional custodians of Mount tomah, the Darug people, through a display of tools made by 

Darug artist shane smithers (proudly supported by Destination nsW).

•	 the Botanic tales trail tells the story of botany. From early explorers to present day botanists, 

this trail takes visitors on a journey to explore what connects the botanic garden with the 

Greater Blue Mountains World Heritage area. to find out more click here.

History of the Colac Botanic Gardens launched

on saturday 23 May, exactly 150 years since the proclamation reserving land for a botanic garden 

was published in the Government Gazette, a group of Friends of the colac Botanic Gardens, local 

dignitaries and others associated with the gardens met together in the café which was once the 

home of the curator to hear Prof. tim entwisle launch a new book. 

called For the Pleasure of the People, it was written by Friends member and former mayor, Helen 

Paatsch, and was published by the Friends of colac Botanic Gardens. in a little over 130 pages, 

Helen tells the interesting history of the gardens through good times and bad, illustrated with both 

historical and new photographs, with stories of curators and gardeners – of their achievements and 

struggles with local government, wandering stock and the exuberant youth of the town. 

two new digital audio tours are available for hire at 

the Blue Mountains Botanic Garden, Mount tomah:

•	 the Yenmara Bembulra Darug walk takes visitors 

through native bush, passing plants that have 

been used by the Darug for thousands of years. 

the digital tour features Darug man richard Green 

who welcomes in Darug language. 

as Helen states in her introduction, ‘gardens are as much about 

people as about plants’ and so it is appropriate that the book 

celebrates the pleasure given to all who visit these wonderful 

gardens on the shore of lake colac and learn about the lives 

of those whose zeal and hard work have made this possible. 

copies of the book can be purchased from the Friends (Po Box 

403 colac vic 3250) for $29.95 ea. + $15 p&p up to five copies.

http://www.bluemountainsbotanicgarden.com.au
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Alive with diversity

From rainforest 
to Red Centre

Clunies Ross Street, Acton ACT  |  Ph 02 6250 9540  
www.nationalbotanicgardens.gov.au/gardens  
Open 8.30 am – 5.00 pm  |  Follow us on Facebook

Visit the Australian National Botanic 
Gardens and experience the diversity 
of Australian plants and landscapes

Enjoy free daily guided walks – 
11 am and 2 pm

if you would like to sponsor BGanZ please email: secretariat@bganz.org.au for details.
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explore how partnerships, joint ventures, resource sharing, outreach and advocacy can help 

botanic gardens fulfill important functions in the environment and contemporary society.

visit 2015 BGanZ congress website for more information and to register at early bird rates!

25 - 28 OCTOBER

Engaging targeted talks

Outdoor learning experiences Hands-on workshops

New gen cocktail functions

mailto:secretariat%40bganz.org.au?subject=
http://wollongong.nsw.gov.au/bganz
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seven elements of a professional garden website 

Catherine Stewart, creator/curator/editor GardenDrum.com

it’s taken three and a half years of hard work, lots of research, including 
into the dark art of seo (search engine optimisation) plus some trial and 
error to develop GardenDrum and its garden tourism subdomain Garden 
tour Hub into one of australia’s top gardening-focussed websites. 

Pollinating great ideas

1. Make a business plan for your website

Justify your website’s time and cost with a business plan, including the all-important question 

about what you want it to achieve. it’s misplaced effort to either put every part of your 

business’s profile online, or to have an ad hoc approach about the content you publish.

Define a clear primary objective for your website, which could be to:

•	 bring more visitors to a physical place, like a shop  

or garden

•	 increase online sales of products

•	 inform and educate people

•	 generate visitor traffic with which to attract  

advertising revenue

•	 establish an international professional authority  

and reputation.

Having one primary objective focuses precious resources where they will do you the most good. 

it also prevents you from getting distracted by shiny new ideas and expensive website gimmicks 

that you don’t need.

I’m still surprised 
how many people 
pay their web 
developer to upload 
and edit their 
website’s content.

it’s taken three and a half years of hard work, 
lots of research, including into the dark art 
of seo (search engine optimisation) plus 
some trial and error to develop GardenDrum 
and its garden tourism subdomain Garden 
tour Hub into one of australia’s top 
gardening-focussed websites. 

catherine stewart website publisher.

Many web development companies are there ready to take 

your money, but before you pay someone to build or rebuild 

a website, here are my seven elements of website success.

http://GardenDrum.com
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select the main demographic to whom you want to appeal as this will affect your website design, 

including layout, fonts, and colours. and no, you can’t be all things to all people!

Have one person in your business who takes responsibility for your website content and maintenance. 

owning a website makes you a publisher with all its legal ramifications, such as copyright law.

2. Choose a non-geek website platform 

i’m still surprised how many people pay 

their web developer to upload and edit their 

website’s content. My GardenDrum website 

is built in Wordpress, which is one of the 

WysiWyG (what you see is what you get) 

platforms designed for people who can’t write 

website code. i manage all my own content, 

including text, images, videos and podcasts.

3. Regularly upload high quality content 
to your website 

Being found online relies on how your website 

is seen by search engines such as Google. 

GardenDrum Wordpress post screenshot. 

Google regularly changes its search results algorithm, which chooses what is displayed for any 

online search. trying to guess, and then satisfy the Google algorithm is called seo or ‘search 

engine optimisation’. 

i certainly don’t have all the knowledge on this one, but i’ve learned that Google favours:

•	 articles that are original, longer than 600 words, and are well structured with headings 

and subheadings.

•	 images that are original, clear, properly labelled, and the right size. ‘clear’ means it’s in focus 

and appropriately cropped. ‘Properly labelled’ means that the file has been renamed to reflect 

its content, rather than ‘iMG12345’ as it came out of the camera. Google can’t ‘see’ an image; 

it looks at the file name to determine what’s in it. the ‘right size’ means around 200-300kb. too 

big and the photo takes too long to load but too small and it’s less likely to be chosen through a 

Google image search.

•	 regular new content. aim to upload new content at least every few weeks.

Being found online relies on how your website is seen by search engines such as Google. 

Google regularly changes its search results algorithm, which chooses what is displayed for any 

online search. trying to guess, and then satisfy the Google algorithm is called seo or ‘search 

engine optimisation’. 

i certainly don’t have all the knowledge on this one, but i’ve learned that Google favours:

•	 articles that are original, longer than 600 words, and are well structured with headings 

and subheadings.

•	 images that are original, clear, properly labelled, and the right size. ‘clear’ means it’s in focus and 

appropriately cropped. ‘Properly labelled’ means that the file has been renamed to reflect its content, 

rather than ‘iMG12345’ as it came out of the camera. Google can’t ‘see’ an image; it looks at the 

file name to determine what’s in it. the ‘right size’ means around 200-300kb. too big and the photo 

takes too long to load but too small and it’s less likely to be chosen through a Google image search.

•	 regular new content. aim to upload new content at least every few weeks.

4. Build trust

trust, in website terms, means that other people, both in your industry and outside it, recognise 

and value your website, and Google also uses this to decide whether it wants to send traffic to 

your site. your website is not a stand-alone exercise; the ‘world-wide-web’ is exactly that, a web of 

interconnected sites, people and ideas. 
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to build trust, you need to engage with other websites, building inbound links to your website from 

other sites, and including outbound hyperlinks to other quality sites. although you may think it 

best to keep all your content for yourself, it’s clever to offer original articles to related high quality 

websites which carry a link back to your own. 

Being published elsewhere also gives you wider online credibility, as a separate entity has shown 

trust by publishing your contribution and it also gives you access to new customers who might not 

otherwise have visited your website.

5. Engage with social media

social media and its value (or not!) is a controversial topic. love it or loathe it, social media should 

be part of your overall online presence, as search engines, website ranking sites, and potential 

advertisers judge websites by how well they integrate with the full range of social media, including 

Facebook, instagram, Google+, youtube and twitter and newbies like snapchat. 

it’s terrifyingly resource-hungry to regularly engage with all these (and with limited return on that 

investment), but there are ways you can set up auto feeds like new website content auto-populating 

your Facebook page, and instagram photos appearing on your website. (i’ve yet to find a way to 

use twitter effectively in the gardening industry).

6. Be mobile friendly

in april 2015, Google changed its search algorithm to favour website pages suited to mobile 

phones. Dubbed ‘mobilegeddon’, it caters to the rapid growth in website mobile users. 

Websites designed for desktop or tablet computers favour landscape layouts and often drop-down 

menus, which are difficult to use on a phone as the font is too small to read, links are too close 

together for finger touch selection, and photos are too large to be downloaded over 3G. it annoys 

me that Google decides what’s a ‘good’ website design, but there is no choice. Google will tell you 

if your site is mobile friendly at https://www.google.com/webmasters/tools/mobile-friendly/

7. Keep monitoring your traffic and website success

Google analytics provides loads of information about website visitors, including how they got 

there, their location, what they’re viewing and for how long, and whether it is Google searches or 

links that are sending traffic to your site. 

alexa.com shows you worldwide and national website rankings so you can review 

your website’s improvements and also how it compares to major competitors.

any finally, as this issue is about garden tourism, i draw your attention to the Garden 

Drum’s Garden tour Hub. it won the international Website of the year award in 2014. 

PollINATING GREAT IdEAS

https://www.google.com/webmasters/tools/mobile-friendly/
http://gardentourhub.gardendrum.com/
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Propagation and translocation of threatened species 

David Taylor, curator living collections, australian national Botanic Gardens 
and Keith McDougall, senior threatened species officer, nsW office of 
environment and Heritage 

the australian national Botanic Gardens (anBG) in partnership with the nsW office of 

environment and Heritage (oeH) have successfully propagated and translocated over 500 plants of 

Delicate Pomaderris Pomaderris delicata. known to grow in only two locations within nsW and with 

less than 100 known plants in existence, this successful translocation is a life line towards securing 

the future of Pomaderris delicata in the wild.

the attractive compact blossom of 
the Pomaderris. 

in 2014, oeH sought the assistance of anBG since 

propagation options from seed were limited and 

because the small number of in-situ plants had 

produced very few seeds in recent years. it was then 

decided to try propagation by cuttings, and given their 

expertise in this area, the staff of the anBG were put to 

the task. 

one year on, anBG’s staff have successfully grown 

almost 600 healthy plants – all grown from the original 

cuttings. With support of the Goulburn Mulwaree 

council, over 500 of these plants were planted in May 

at two endemic sites on council land – one between 

Goulburn and Bungonia and the other south of 

Windellama, nsW. 

inspecting leaf condition of local 
Pomaderris in-situ. 

as a backup, anBG has kept a selection of the 

genetic representatives in their living collection for 

future research and potential landscape enhancement 

plantings. this successful initiative will provide guidance 

for future threatened species recovery actions and open 

the door for similar efforts where seed is unavailable or 

is challenging to germinate.

the Pomaderris delicata translocation follows on 

from the success of anBG’s role in propagation and 

translocation in recent years of other threatened 

species including Swainsona recta, Zieria spp. and 

Eucalyptus imlayensis.

PollINATING GREAT IdEAS
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and conservation research hope to make our science more accessible to the community at large 

and hope what follows will help you communicate this core function in your work too. 

in this and subsequent issues we will also bring to your attention some of the enormous amount of 

botanical information accessible at a click of a button. if you have science information for inclusion 

in future issues or see something that you think should be highlighted (or needs clarification) please 

drop me a line at brett.summerell@rbgsyd.nsw.gov.au.

Flaming wollies

it has always been assumed that the Wollemi pine would be very susceptible to being damaged by 

fires if they were to get to the populations in Wollemi national Park. However there is also some 

evidence from the site that fire has affected trees there in the past. Heidi Zimmer, as part of her 

PhD studies at the university of Melbourne, looked at the response of the pine, as well as several 

other rainforest trees, to fire in controlled experiments. 

the science section 
compiled by Brett Summerell, Deputy executive 
Director, science and conservation, 
Botanic Gardens & centennial Parklands

Brett summerell

First word

in this section of the magazine we highlight some of the academic 

research happening both in australia and internationally of 

relevance to botanic gardens. those of us who work in botanical 

the three species Wollemia nobilis, Doryphora sassafras, Syzygium 

smithii resprouted after the experimental burns, predominantly 

from buds on the stem that were below the soil surface. Higher 

fire temperatures resulted in reduced overall plant height and 

resprouting from buds lower on the stem. it would seem that the 

Wollemi Pine is more resilient to bushfire than first thought.

More information: Fuel flammability and fire responses of juvenile 

canopy species in a temperate rainforest ecosystem – Heidi c. 

Zimmer, tony D. auld, lesley Hughes, catherine a. offord and 

Patrick J. Baker. International Journal of Wildland Fire. http://dx.doi.

org/10.1071/WF14054 there is also a video of some of Heidi’s 

work at http://visions.unimelb.edu.au/episode/wonderful-wollemis-

australias-phoenix-trees.

mailto:brett.summerell@rbgsyd.nsw.gov.au
http://dx.doi.org/10.1071/WF14054
http://dx.doi.org/10.1071/WF14054
http://visions.unimelb.edu.au/episode/wonderful-wollemis-australias-phoenix-trees
http://visions.unimelb.edu.au/episode/wonderful-wollemis-australias-phoenix-trees
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Plant dispersal – around or over Antarctica?

links between the flora of australia, new Zealand and south america have been recognised 

for nearly 200 years and numerous theories have been postulated to explain this phenomenon. 

these theories centre on plants moving as continents broke apart and drifted or via other 

dispersal mechanisms, usually post these events, i.e. via birds or floating over oceans. 

the evidence to date suggests no single answer with different circumstances applying to 

different lineages. a recent paper by richard Winkworth (Massey university) and colleagues 

used molecular analytical methodologies to model possible dispersal routes and related this 

to likely divergence of species and climatic variability in antarctica. there was a focus on those 

plant lineages that are cold and temperate adapted to look for possible differences. 

theories centre on 
plants moving as 
continents broke apart 
and drifted or via other 
dispersal mechanisms.

the take home message? Both direct routes 

between australia, new Zealand and south america 

and also via antarctica are necessary to explain 

contemporary distributions of plant lineages. these 

findings not only help to explain the history of some 

plant lineages but also have implications as to how 

we might understand how plants could adapt to 

climatic changes in the future.

More information: Explaining the disjunct distributions of austral plants: the roles of 

Antarctic and direct dispersal routes – richard c. Winkworth, Fraincoise Hennion, andreas 

Prinzing and steven Wagstaff. Journal of Biogeography. http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/

doi/10.1111/jbi.12522/abstract.

seed traits and the ability to adapt to climate change

the key traits for a plant to survive and persist in an environment often relate to ‘recruitment’ – 

if seeds produced can’t germinate and grow, nothing else really matters much. anne cochrane 

and colleagues (at the australian national university and the Department of Parks and Wildlife, 

Wa) reviewed and synthesised current knowledge about among-population variation in 

physiological and morphological traits related to plant recruitment particularly in relation to 

changes in climatic parameters. 

If seeds produced can’t germinate and grow, 
nothing else really matters much.

ThE ScIENcE SEcTIoN 

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/jbi.12522/abstract
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/jbi.12522/abstract
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the main finding from the review was that there is significant among-population variation in traits 

relating to seed emergence, growth and establishment but, as might be expected, there is no 

simple generalisation that can be made. interestingly the relationship between environmental 

gradients and seed traits is variable and is not a reliable predictor of how a plant will respond to 

changes in the environment. 

the authors argue that further research is needed to integrate ecology and evolutionary 

genetic techniques to understand the mechanisms in seed trait in response to climatic changes. 

this information is needed so that we may better manage species and systems in the face of 

climate change.

More information: Will among-population variation in seed traits improve the chance of 

species persistence of climate change? a. cochrane, c.J. yates, G.l. Hoyle and a. B. nicotra. 

Global Ecology and Biogeography. http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/geb.12234/full

Another new rust on Myrtaceae and new species 
of Phytophthora

a new species of rust Phakopsora myrtacearum has been discovered and described in africa by 

Wolfgang Maier (Germany) and south african colleagues. this rust fungus was discovered on 

Eucalyptus cloeziana, E. grandis and E. nitens in kenya, Mozambique and south africa. 

the disease was observed on leaves of affected trees and, although leaves were often covered 

in rust pustules, no signs of defoliation or shoot dieback were observed. reportedly this rust can 

be differentiated from Myrtle rust in that the pustules (uredinia) are pale yellow to light brown, 

whereas the Myrtle rust fungus Puccinia psidii has bright yellow pustules. Microscopically they 

are quite distinct. 

the authors recommend 
that this rust should be 
considered a significant 
biosecurity risk to Australia.

as there is limited knowledge of the host range 

and relative response of other Myrtaceae the 

authors recommend that this rust should be 

considered a significant biosecurity risk to 

australia. in rainforests on the north coast of new 

south Wales, sampling at sites by kelly scarlett 

and colleagues at the university of sydney has revealed eight Phytophthora species: P. cinnamomi, 

P. cryptogea, P. multivora, P. heveae, P. frigida, P. macrochlamydospora, two isolates referred to as 

Phytophthora gondwanense prov. nom. and one isolate referred to as Phytophthora sp. (clade 4). 

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/geb.12234/full
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very little is known about some of these species and their relative pathogenicity to plants. 

Phytophthora multivora is a relatively newly described species, first discovered in Western 

australia and recently at the Wollemi Pine site. victor Puno and others (at university of sydney 

and royal Botanic Gardens & Domain trust) have shown it to be capable of causing root rot 

disease in the Wollemi Pine.

More information: 

Phakospora myrtacearum sp. nov., a newly described rust (Puccinales) on eucalypts in 

eastern and southern Africa - W. Maier, a. r. Mctaggart, J. roux, M.J. Wingfield. Plant 

Pathology 10.1111/ppa.12406

Phytophthora in the Gondwana Rainforests of Australia World Heritage Area - kelly scarlett, 

rosalie Daniel, lucas a. shuttleworth, Bindu roy, thomas F. a. Bishop, and David i. Guest. 

Australasian Plant Pathology. http://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s13313-015-0355-6#

Detection of Phytophthora multivora in the Wollemi Pine site and pathogenicity to 

Wollemia nobilis - v. i. Puno, M. H. laurence, D. i. Guest, e. c. y. liew. http://link.springer.com/

article/10.1007/s13313-014-0344-1

Websites

this issue highlights today’s important websites for australian information on plants and plant 

information in general.

Herbaria and botanic gardens journals 

Austrobaileya – is the annual journal of the Queensland Herbarium. it publishes original 

research papers in systematic botany and related fields, with special emphasis on the flora of 

Queensland, tropical australia and nearby countries.  

http://www.qld.gov.au/environment/plants-animals/plants/herbarium/publications/

Telopea – is published by the national Herbarium of new south Wales, royal Botanic 

Gardens & Domain trust. it covers the field of systematic botany in australia and the 

asia-Pacific region, specialising in the flora of new south Wales.  

http://www.rbgsyd.nsw.gov.au/science/scientific_publications/telopea.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1111/ppa.12406
http://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s13313-015-0355-6
http://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s13313-014-0344-1
http://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s13313-014-0344-1
http://www.qld.gov.au/environment/plants-animals/plants/herbarium/publications/
http://www.rbgsyd.nsw.gov.au/science/Scientific_publications/telopea
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Muelleria – is a research journal published by royal Botanic Gardens Melbourne since 1955 

and publishes papers on southern Hemisphere plant, algal and fungal systematics, particularly 

relating to australia.  

http://www.rbg.vic.gov.au/science/publications/muelleria

The Journal of the Adelaide Botanic Gardens – is published regularly by the Board of the 

Botanic Gardens and state Herbarium. the journal published scientific articles on the following 

topics: plant systematics, taxonomy and nomenclature of plants, algae and fungi; descriptive 

plant morphology, anatomy; plant biology, genetics, ecology; botanical history, obituaries, 

biography, bibliographic studies. 

http://www.environment.sa.gov.au/science/science_research/state_Herbarium/resources/

Publications/Journal_of_the_adelaide_Botanic_Gardens

nuytsia – publishes original papers on the systematics, taxonomy and nomenclature of 

australian (particularly Western australian) plants, algae and fungi, especially descriptions 

of taxa, revisions, identification guides, nomenclatural and taxonomic issues, systematic 

analyses and classifications, censuses and information on invasive species.  

http://florabase.dpaw.wa.gov.au/nuytsia/

More Myrtle rust information and bibliography

there is an enormous amount of information on Myrtle rust on the web. the australian network 

for Plant conservation has a number of lists compiled by Bob Makinson on the current host 

range and bibliography that is updated regularly. 

http://www.anpc.asn.au/myrtle-rust

the Queensland Department of agriculture and Fisheries also has a plethora of 

information, including quite a few photographs of symptoms on different hosts and 

different stages of infection. 

https://www.daf.qld.gov.au/plants/health-pests-diseases/a-z-significant/myrtle-rust 

and, of course, if you just use your favourite search engine and click on the images tab, 

this will bring up an enormous number of images that will give you a great overview of the 

impact of the disease.

ThE ScIENcE SEcTIoN 

http://www.rbg.vic.gov.au/science/publications/muelleria
http://www.environment.sa.gov.au/Science/Science_research/State_Herbarium/Resources/Publications/Journal_of_the_Adelaide_Botanic_Gardens
http://www.environment.sa.gov.au/Science/Science_research/State_Herbarium/Resources/Publications/Journal_of_the_Adelaide_Botanic_Gardens
http://florabase.dpaw.wa.gov.au/nuytsia/
http://www.anpc.asn.au/myrtle-rust
https://www.daf.qld.gov.au/plants/health-pests-diseases/a-z-significant/myrtle-rust
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FEATURE ARTIclES

a booming tourism industry is always considered the Holy Grail for a botanic garden ... or is it? 

tourism may bring money through the gate (if there is one!) and being on the tourist route 

may offer increased global awareness and so possibly provide greater protection for our most 

beautiful natural assets. But, it can also lead to competing interests and extra pressures – for the 

environment and for the people who live locally. 

kings Park and Botanic Garden (kPBG) is arguably Perth’s biggest visitor drawcard, welcoming 

almost six million visitors each year. it sits in a spectacular position overlooking the swan river, 

the central business district and Darling range. it is an ideal spot for interstate and international 

visitors to orientate themselves in Perth and get a taste of Western australia’s amazing 

environment, particularly its flora. kPBG covers approximately 400 hectares, including 267 

hectares of significant remnant bushland.

unlike many other well known botanic gardens, tourism does not 
provide a significant source of income to KPBG. It is free to visit 
and always open.

sitting appropriately within the Wa Government’s environment portfolio and operating under 

the Botanic Gardens and Parks authority act 1998, kPBG constantly seeks to balance on the fine 

line between its significant community service and environmental obligations, and the need for 

commercial activity and world class offerings to visitors, no matter where they may come from. 

the vast majority of tourists will generally visit kPBG once or twice during their stay in the West. 

unlike many other well known botanic gardens, tourism does not provide a significant source of 

income to kPBG. it is free to visit and always open.

Kings Park – 
much loved and awarded 
Anika Staffa, communications officer, kings Park and Botanic Garden, 
Western australia
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although kPBG does an outstanding job for tourism in Perth, four out of five of its visitors are 

local people who visit time and time again for family picnics, exercise, play, concerts, walks and 

other everyday activities. our local visitors love the place as it is a natural sanctuary from the daily 

busyness of life and a place of history, pride, ceremony and profound importance in the social and 

environmental fabric of the state. 

kPBG is widely loved – and the feeling is mutual. it warmly and enthusiastically welcomes visitors 

from around the world, whilst its first true love remains the people of Perth. the challenge for kPBG 

is to find a balance between its life-long marriage with the people of Perth and its high-intensity 

romance with tourists. unlike most regular marriages, luckily it can do both!

kPBG loves being the jewel in the crown of Perth’s suite of tourism attractions, but will always be, 

first and foremost, ‘the people’s park’.

Full trophy cabinet in 2013/14
kPBG won the gold australian tourism award for its kings Park Festival and a bronze award 

as a Major tourist attraction. rio tinto naturescape kings Park and kings Park education 

won the highly contested education category in the national Banksia sustainability awards, 

recognising innovation in environmental education.

kPBG was awarded Perth’s best attraction by global travel website tripadvisor for a third 

year, and listed as one of the world’s top ten city parks. 

travel author Bill Bryson has found himself in many breathtaking parts of the world but said:

‘Kings Park is the most beautiful, interesting, surprise-around-every-corner 

park I have ever seen. I would live there if they let me.’ 

lottery West Federation Walkway. Photo credit: Jason thomas
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FEATURE ARTIclES

Weaving Fitzroy Gardens 
into the tourism network 
Angela Hill, senior open space Planner, city of Melbourne  
angela.hill@melbourne.vic.gov.au

Melbourne is widely known for its generous and beautiful suite of parks and gardens. Fitzroy 

Gardens, with its tree-lined avenues and broad array of horticultural and built features, is the 

one that people most readily identify as being ‘very Melbourne’.

While Fitzroy Gardens is a public garden and not a botanic garden, it shares some of the 

fundamental features of a botanic garden, including high standards of horticulture and 

presentation, a focus on passive recreation and visitor experience along with uncommon plants 

and garden features. situated on the edge of the central city area and adjacent to yarra Park 

and the Melbourne cricket Ground, the gardens are easy for visitors to access.

While Fitzroy Gardens 
is a public garden, it 
shares some of the 
fundamental features 
of a botanic garden

a review of the Master Plan for Fitzroy Gardens was 

completed by the city of Melbourne in 2010, with a major 

redevelopment of the depot site at the most southerly 

end of the gardens a key recommendation. this area was 

redesigned to suit modern demands and priorities and 

involved four key elements. 

Half of this area was used to build a new, smaller depot and the rest was used for:

•	 installation of a very large underground stormwater collection and re-use system, primarily 

for garden irrigation use

•	 creation of a new open space

•	 development of a new visitor centre, to house the services previously provided from 

cooks’ cottage, along with a new cafe.

this article focuses on the changes made to visitor services as part of this project and the reasons 

why these changes were made. 

Promoting the Fitzroy Gardens to visitors has always been an important priority for the city’s 

council. in the mid 19th century, the paths were lined with deciduous trees and the newly installed 

mailto:angela.hill@melbourne.vic.gov.au
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fountains (which ran on water from Melbourne’s 

newly created water reticulation system) were 

a major attraction. By the mid 20th century 

the ever-changing horticultural displays in 

the conservatory, the carved Fairies’ tree and 

the recently gifted cooks’ cottage were the 

main attractions.

the Hydrangea display at the conservatory. 
Photo credit: city of Melbourne

since the 1970s, visitor services have been 

located at the southern end of the Fitzroy 

Gardens, where cooks’ cottage and the 

conservatory are situated. this is because 

coach groups, mainly consisting of international 

tourists on multi-stop tours around the city, 

were the main users of these services.

the Master Plan review in 2010 provided an opportunity to review and expand the visitor service 

offer. it was estimated that international and domestic tourists comprised about 300,000 of the total 

annual 2.5 million visitors to the Fitzroy Gardens. 

Gardens and tourism
When planning the visitor service offer as part of the redevelopment, the key consideration was 

where parks and gardens – and the Fitzroy Gardens in particular – fitted into the requirements of 

differing visitor groups and the overall visitor experience of Melbourne. 

recent surveys showed that the Melbourne municipality received an estimated 10.9 million visitors 

to year ending september 2014, including 5.5 million domestic day trip visitors, four million 

domestic overnight visitors and 1.4 million international overnight visitors. 

International and domestic tourists comprise about 300,000 
of the total annual 2.5 million visitors to the Fitzroy Gardens.

since 2010, international visits have grown at around 10% annually, with employment (+17.5%), 

visiting friends and relatives (+10.9%) and holiday (+10.4%) the main areas of growth. Group 

tourism has expanded and changed with tour groups not only from buses, but also cruise ships and 

conference attendees most likely to visit. 

international and domestic visitors have a slightly differing set of priorities when visiting Melbourne. 

While eating and shopping are high on the list for both groups, each group’s other priorities 

differ significantly. 
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For international tourists, a visit to a botanical or other public garden is rated as number seven 

in the top 10 things to do in Melbourne, with 45% of those surveyed nominating this activity. 

it should also be noted that sightseeing, or ‘looking around’ comes in at number three (69%). 

this means that potentially visits to gardens are probably even higher than the number seven 

rating indicates.

For international tourists, a 
visit to a botanical or other 
public garden is rated at 
seven in the top 10 things 
to do in Melbourne.

Domestic tourists, on the other hand, do not 

include visiting a botanical or other public garden 

in their top 10 things to do in Melbourne. instead 

they rate visiting friends and relatives at number 

two (53%), sightseeing at number four (20%) and 

attending an organised sporting event at number 

seven (11%). For this group, while a garden visit 

may end up as part of their visitor experience, it is 

more likely to come as an adjunct to, or a setting 

for, the primary visitor purpose. 

Many visitors are keen photographers with 
the garden beds and garden features popular 
subjects. Photo credit: city of Melbourne

new directions
the revamped visitor offer was both service and 

facility based. at an organisational level, it made 

sense to link cooks’ cottage with the broader 

network of visitor products and services provided 

by the city of Melbourne. 

the Melbourne visitor centre located at Federation 

square is the flagship service for the city of 

Melbourne, playing a gateway role for locals and 

other visitors looking for information on Melbourne 

and victoria. this main service is supported by 

satellite services such as the Melbourne visitor 

Booth in Bourke street Mall, the on-street city 

ambassadors providing directional and visitor 

information, the Welcome Desk at the city’s cruise 

ship terminal and the Melbourne Greeter service, a 

multilingual two-to-four hour walking orientation of 

the city conducted by volunteers.
Fitzroy Gardens visitor centre and kerekere 
Green cafe at dusk. Photo credit: nils koenning
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FEATURE ARTIclES

in addition, the city of Melbourne also operates the Melbourne visitor shuttle, a hop-on hop-off 

bus service connecting visitors with key attractions across Melbourne. essentially Fitzroy Gardens 

became another staffed satellite in this network, enhanced by tourism volunteers.

Volunteers play a vital role in the City of Melbourne’s tourism services. 
they provide information to around two million visitors each year.

volunteers play a vital role in the city of Melbourne’s tourism services. they provide information 

about Melbourne to around two million visitors each year. their love and knowledge of the city and 

regional victoria adds to Melbourne’s reputation as a friendly, welcoming and culturally vibrant city.

at Fitzroy Gardens volunteers have two main roles. at the visitor centre they provide general 

information about Melbourne, Fitzroy Gardens and cooks’ cottage and at the cottage itself, 

volunteers dress in period costume and engage with visitors through the interpretation of captain 

cook’s voyages, the cottage and the garden. they are a much photographed feature.

a volunteer helps young visitors go back 
to england in the 1700s. Photo credit: 
city of Melbourne

it was also a priority to capitalise on the location 

of the gardens. situated right on the edge of 

the central city area, the Fitzroy Gardens are 

ideally located for visitors who are happy to visit a 

garden, but do not have that as a primary activity. 

as mentioned, the nearby location of the sports 

precinct provides a potential adjunct activity for 

sports fans and the removal of the depot and the 

development of the new visitor centre, cafe and 

garden close by has improved the connections 

between the two locations significantly. 

the new layout provides clear connections between the new area and the rest of the gardens, 

which are of horticultural and historic value, thus enticing the visitor to explore further.

Works such as the stormwater harvesting system and the visitor centre itself add another dimension. 

these highly accessible examples of sustainable design and climate change adaptation are easy 

to access for both educational and general interest purposes. in fact, a PhD candidate has already 

used the bio-filtration bed in the stormwater harvesting system to measure temperatures on hot 

days, as part of some research into the heat island effect in cities.
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information is available via information touch screens, iPads and free Wi-Fi in the visitor centre 

and a new ticketing entry system for cooks’ cottage has been introduced. existing products 

such as merchandise and the self-guided walk brochure have also been revamped, and revised 

information, including a video blog, has been added to the city of Melbourne’s What’s On website. 

this marketing website acts as a guide to what to do and see in Melbourne, listing events, tours, 

retailers and food venues around the municipality.

essentially this strategy is about re-telling the story of Fitzroy Gardens (including the horticultural 

element) as part of the overall Melbourne story, via new platforms and in a way which is relevant to 

a contemporary audience. 

early indicators of success
the visitor centre is now handling on average 750 enquiries a day, assisting a range of local, 

domestic and international visitors. 

although the new garden and visitor centre only opened at the end of December 2014, early 

results are promising. an increase in positive comments on popular social media tourist websites 

has been observed. Many people comment on the tranquillity and greenery, which in a city are 

things that can only be provided within a garden and horticultural setting. 

this early feedback is indicative of the community’s approval, but only time will provide us with a 

clearer picture of the redevelopment’s overall success.

FEATURE ARTIclES

the stormwater bio-retention bed and visitor 
centre now located on the former depot site. 
Photo credit: nils koenning

Fitzroy Gardens visitor centre is the latest addition 
to city of Melbourne’s network of visitor services. 
Photo credit: city of Melbourne
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the digital world has reframed the dynamics of marketing botanic gardens. traditional methods of 

promotion, such as newspaper advertisements, flyers and banners are no longer the only way to 

reach new customers. People are now more informed and socially connected. 

Facebook, twitter and other forms of social media are becoming effective ways of spreading the 

news and engaging with an audience. in recent years this Pandora’s Box of digital media has been 

well and truly opened. the future of innovative garden promotion is now on our doorstep, or 

should we say, at our garden gate?

As intimacy is one of the keys to marketing success, Charlie Chaplin 
on Youtube should prove to be a great asset to the botanic garden.

Botanic gardens that look for fresh new approaches to connect with their potential customer’s 

wants and needs, will have a better chance of attracting modern audiences. By employing bold 

marketing initiatives online, passive net browsers can be transformed into visitors, even active 

participants in garden programs and events. 

one such approach is the use of the youtube promotional film Where’s Charlie?, now being 

developed at Wollongong Botanic Garden (WBG) in partnership with a local film maker Gemma 

Parsons. this innovative way of providing directions to the garden is an intimate form of promotion. 

as intimacy is one of the keys to marketing success, charlie chaplin on youtube should prove to be 

a great asset to the botanic garden.

Where’s Charlie? is a short and sweet youtube film clip. it is both entertaining and informative. 

the project grew out of a question heard often from potential customers … ‘Where is Wollongong 

Botanic Garden, anyway?’ Maps of how to get to the garden are already on all the flyers, leaflets 

and the website, but a more compelling way to get the message across was obviously needed. 

so, up stepped charlie chaplin, out of the silver screen and onto the streets of the city and 

suburbs. the aim was to create a journey to the WBG, by this iconic figure using various forms of 

transport: bus and train, walking and riding a bicycle. the little tramp manages to master them 

all. He eventually arrives at his beautiful destination, and in doing so, black and white suburbia 

becomes a magical garden in full colour. 

Where’s Charlie?
Michael Connor, education coordinator, Wollongong Botanic Garden
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there are a number of important features of the Where’s Charlie? film. While its primary intention 

is to direct visitors to the WBG, it is also a way of identifying the various forms of transport that can 

be used to make that journey. the film highlights the cheaper travel options by promoting the free 

bus and indicating direct links to other forms of public transport around the city. 

the excellent walking and bicycle tracks throughout the city and suburbs, and the linking of these 

to the WBG are also promoted on the film. Where’s Charlie? should also help the botanic garden 

successfully compete with other tourist attractions in the city, such as cinemas, art galleries, 

museums, science centres and national parks.

charlie catches the bus to Wollongong Botanic Garden. Photo credit: Gemma Parsons 

Building the 
botanic garden 
brand is possibly 
the most important 
benefit of the film.

Building the botanic garden brand is possibly the most 

important benefit of the film. the very nature of the 

promotion, with one of the most famous comic figures of the 

silver screen, should arouse curiosity. Where’s Charlie? should 

encourage the viewer to want to visit the garden. charlie 

chaplin is a figure that is immediately recognizable and fun to 

be with so the film should enhance the overall image of the 

garden as a unique, rewarding and fun place to be. as charlie shows the viewer how to get to the 

botanic garden, he will also encourage them to make the effort as he has the wonderful knack of 

coming out on top. 

Digitally empowered consumers hold the cards these days, when choosing when and how to 

engage with all manner of attractions. it’s a veritable digital jungle out there with only the bravest 

and most dynamic surviving. it is hoped that the Where’s Charlie? directional marketing strategy will 

hold the interest of virtual customers and attract hits to WBG’s website and subsequent real visits. 

How a garden is perceived today is a product of all of its enterprises from living displays, events, 

programs and promotion – all critical aspects of building a cohesive brand culture. 

Where’s Charlie? should be launched on the mobile silver screen early spring and in good time for 

the 2015 BGanZ congress to be held in Wollongong, nsW, 25 – 28 october 2015. 
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the amenity horticulture sector has been changing to have a greater focus on education as well 

as an increasing awareness of our role towards supporting public wellbeing. along with these 

responsibilities we need to continue to maintain our living collections to the highest standards, 

keep good records, strive to achieve targets set on a global level regarding conservation of 

biodiversity, engage our existing visitors and attract new ones ... as well as so much more. 

there is great potential to use emerging information technology to assist us in reaching these 

goals, in particular, in creating a path for more instant and direct communication – whether this 

involves developing an app or a website as a hub for events, education, plant information etc.

there are many stories to tell our visitors but unfortunately most 
visitors only see a small snapshot of what’s on offer.

Wellington Botanic Garden is a 25ha garden on the side of the hill between thorndon and kelburn, 

near central Wellington. it has enchanting dappled trails through remnant bush, extraordinary views 

of Wellington city, historic trees, exotic forests and colourful floral displays in specialist gardens. 

there are many stories to tell our visitors but unfortunately most visitors only see a small snapshot 

of what’s on offer. 

Mobile use in the gardens 
Alistair Whitton, support officer, Wellington Botanic Garden  
ali.whitton@wcc.govt.nz

one of the comments often made by visitors to 

Wellington Botanic Garden is that they love the 

topography. thanks to the iconic Wellington cable 

car, visitors can begin their experience at the very top 

of the gardens and meander down towards the lady 

norwood rose Garden. 

this means a large majority of our visitors begin their 

botanic garden experience at the same point – at 

the top of the hill where there is no visitor centre to 

greet them, only signs, a large map, and a takeaway 

pamphlet. using these, they have little trouble 

following the main path down the hill, marked out with 

a recurring mosaic of a rata flower, that leads them all 

the way back to the city. 

tree house and pohutukawa in flower in 
January. Photo credit: charmaine scott

mailto:ali.whitton@wcc.govt.nz
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their journey takes in the grandest parts of the garden. However most will never see the 

arboretum or the fuchsia collection, and even more worrying, some visitors will not venture into 

the nearby australian Garden or the Fragrant Garden for fear of being unable to find the main 

path again upon their exit. 

late last year we recruited katherine Findlay from victoria university, through the summer 

research scholarships scheme, for a three month internship to investigate the use of mobile 

devices within Wellington Botanic Garden and otari-Wilton’s Bush. 

some visitors will not venture into the nearby Australian Garden or 
the Fragrant Garden for fear of being unable to find the main path 
again upon their exit. 

otari-Wilton’s Bush is is a unique plant 

sanctuary and forest reserve and includes 

100ha of native forest and 5ha of plant 

collections. it is the only public botanic garden 

in new Zealand dedicated solely to native 

plants. some of Wellington’s oldest trees 

are here, including an 800-year-old rimu. it is 

classified as a Garden of national significance 

by the royal new Zealand institute 

of Horticulture. otari forest walk. Photo credit: Helen nelson

katherine is currently completing her Master’s degree by thesis in tourism management, 

investigating the future of nature-based tourism. together we worked with associate Professor 

ian yeoman to develop a brief that provides a better understanding of visitors’ present and 

future use of mobile devices at Wellington Botanic Garden and otari-Wilton’s Bush with a view to 

improve visitor experience and interpretation. 

in order to do this katherine looked at a number of areas: the type of visitor that both gardens 

receive, their current mobile use in everyday life and on their garden visit, and their interest in 

and demand for future technology innovations. the study began with a literature review which 

gave us a brief overview of the research literature already available. 

key points here are observations that most of you will have already made. Mobile technology 

has become an integral part of everyday life, so too has it become something travellers use 

frequently and there is increased availability of public Wi-Fi networks. 
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these users are always connected. another interesting observation from previous research was 

how people use social media to instantly share their experiences in order to gain ‘social capital’ 

amongst their peers.  

 

i have seen our cruise ship passengers with iPads held aloft taking photographs of our plants 

or lined up on benches and chairs in our visitor centre and Begonia House, using the free Wi-Fi 

available there. Hopefully all our BGanZ gardens will not be the sort of places that induce 

‘smart boredom’ but there is something to be investigated with the social capital aspect. 

another story that sticks in my mind was provided by kim ellis from sydney’s Botanic Gardens 

& centennial Parklands at the recent up the Garden Path conference held in Wellington. 

He recounted how the simple addition of a giant polaroid-style photo frame at one of 

their events encouraged people to share their parks experience, promoting the event for 

minimal expenditure.  

 

the findings of our survey noted that the type of visitor to the botanic garden is generally 

from overseas and a first-time visitor, whereas otari-Wilton’s Bush has returning local visitors. 

Wellington Botanic Garden visitors are more likely to use their phones and there is demand for 

mobile technology to enhance the visit. 

FEATURE ARTIclES

‘smart boredom’: 
a term coined to 
describe how people 
use their empty time 
constructively.

the review touched upon the daily uses of mobile 

devices and phrases which jumped out at me were 

‘smart boredom’; a term coined to describe how 

people use their empty time constructively – while 

waiting at a bus stop, for example. the Finnish 

even have a word (‘kanny’) for how the mobile 

phone is an extension of the hand, describing how 

app screenshots. credit: ed Goodacre  
www.edgoodacre.com

Just under two thirds of visitors to 

both gardens said they would not use 

the visitor centre. this may come as a 

surprise but previous research conducted 

in other gardens has shown that generally 

only 30% of visitors use the visitors 

centre. that said, more people indicated 

that they used the visitors centre at otari-

Wilton’s Bush – though these people 

more-often-than-not knew their way 

around. around 80% of visitors to both 

venues owned a smart device and around 

http://www.edgoodacre.com
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the same amount would have it with them on a visit. interestingly, over one in ten people at the 

botanic gardens indicated that they would upload a photograph to social media during their visit. 

 

can we help people navigate the topography of our gardens? slightly over half of visitors to both 

gardens advised that they would benefit from an online interactive map and the results showed 

that this map would be of most benefit to new Zealanders; approximately 60% of Wellingtonians, 

Greater Wellington visitors, and new Zealanders said this would enhance their visit.

the simple addition of a giant polaroid-style photo frame at one 
of their events encouraged people to share their parks experience, 
promoting the event for minimal expenditure. 

education is a priority for public gardens and the survey revealed that over 60% of visitors to 

both gardens would appreciate information on the plants through their mobile device and, again, 

this response was given mostly by domestic visitors. over half of overseas visitors would like this 

information available also.

of the respondents who said that they would not be interested in more information being available 

through a mobile device, many of the reasons given for this related to the use of technology in 

nature; people visit our natural spaces in order to get away from that world. therein lays a dilemma 

for those of us who want people to engage with what’s around them in our gardens. 

you might envisage that developing an app would lead to people spending more time on their 

screens. But i don’t think so. For me, it’s about creating a choice. the abstainers will continue to 

avoid technology. However, for those who 

participate in ‘smart boredom’ or who see their 

phone as an extension of their hand, we could 

be creating an entry point into the world of 

plants for individuals who might otherwise not 

have found them.

the conclusions of the research were not 

leaning strongly in favour of either direction. 

it highlighted that there is demand for 

future technology innovations and that plant 

information is the most popular aspect of 

visitors’ interest. 
app screenshots. credit: ed Goodacre 
www.edgoodacre.com

http://www.edgoodacre.com
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some of my own previous research into the cost of producing apps highlighted that a good 

quality app would cost in excess of $40,000 and possibly nearer $60,000 for something with 

a strong design and clever technology. one of the most interesting possibilities for us is a 

technology called iBeacon. all-weather transmitters using low-energy Bluetooth could be 

hidden in a garden sending information to a mobile device when the owner comes within 

range. it’s a way of getting information to a phone without needing a Wi-Fi or a phone network 

throughout the gardens. another technology route that is easy to develop and is a lower 

financial risk is a mobile responsive website. 

to create either an app or a website you have to have the resources and capacity to 

create content. it’s often forgotten that this is by far the most time-consuming part of the 

whole process.

It’s often forgotten that having the resources and capacity to 
create content is by far the most time-consuming part of the 
whole process.

one final option is to co-develop an app with another garden which the app developers 

call ‘white-labelling’ and then each garden tweaks the app for its own landscapes and its 

own content. this is probably the lowest risk route and would allow more collaboration with 

educators in new Zealand and australia. 

 

in conclusion, i began this journey wholly believing that an app could be the central hub of 

information that our gardens lack. i envisaged connecting Wellington communities to education 

and events and connecting overseas visitors through clever pre-marketing of the app. i 

imagined them learning about it in their own countries and downloading the app before they 

came – thus planning their visits and anticipating seeing more of our gardens. 

it’s always going to be a financial risk for a public garden to develop such visitor tools and it’s so 

easy to be put off by the ephemeral nature of this medium which requires constant upgrading 

and improvement. and ultimately, it is a significant financial investment for which you will recoup 

very little. My argument has always been built around increasing the perceived value of the 

garden. the more people learn something or record having a great experience here creates 

value that you can’t put a price on. 
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tourist adventures in the 
Portland Botanical Gardens

FEATURE ARTIclES

Catherine Bailey, artist and art/community engagement strategist

Portland Botanical Gardens (PBG) are victoria’s second oldest gardens, with a croquet 

lawns, native and exotic plants including a collection of 300 different varieties of roses and 

170 varieties of dahlias. they were established in 1857 by William allitt, with assistance from 

Melbourne’s Botanic Gardens curator, Dr Ferdinand von Mueller. 

Fionnuala Bailey with dahlia in 
Portland Botanical Gardens.

as i practised tai chi amongst the sea of 1,250 

flowering dahlia plants – a vibrant spectacle that would 

rival the Parc Floral de Paris – i became inspired to 

create a deeper relationship with this very special 

historical garden. 

in 2013, with support from the garden’s staff and a 

‘toe in the Water’ grant from the regional arts Fund i 

embarked on a three-month artist in residence Program.

Responsive art 
projects employ QR 
codes and smart 
phone technology 
to take tourists and 
locals on a virtual 
artistic pathway 
around the gardens.

During the artist in residence Program David Garnier, 

the Head Gardener at Portland Botanical Gardens and 

i created an art and community engagement project. 

this involved initiating a relationship with a newer, 

younger audience (from kindergartens and primary 

schools) to the Portland Botanical Gardens through 

adventure walks and sculpture and painting workshops. 

in conjunction with this we also had a public instagram 

campaign and, to combat potential vandalism, we began 

a series of workshops to create ownership and familiarity 

with the gardens.

the good working partnership forged between the 

staff and myself during the artist in residence Program 

continued into a second, separate artist initiated 

project in 2014. 
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visitors now seek out Qr codes hidden around the 

Portland Botanical Gardens which link directly to 

the artworks documented on the virtual arboretum 

Project Website.

Future plans include expanding the project to other 

regional and metropolitan botanical gardens, creating a 

virtual artistic pathway around australia through artists’ 

response to place. 

What better place for an artist to create, and for art to be 

enjoyed, than outdoors, amongst the flowers and trees? 

if you’re interested in finding out more about vaP Portland 

visit http://virtualarboretum.com.au/

Hidden artist catherine Bailey; materials Moreton 
Bay Fig tree leaves, feathers and petals.  

called the virtual arboretum Project Portland 

(or vaP Portland) this interactive, responsive 

art project employs Qr codes and smart 

phone technology to take tourists and locals 

on a virtual artistic pathway around the 

gardens. vaP Portland brings stories about 

the history of the trees and plants, as well as 

growing environmental concerns, to the public 

through innovative use of art forms such as 

video, photography and installation. 

Dahlias with hidden Qr code in PBG. 

this new project was created, partially in response to 

staff wishes for more visitors during the dahlia season, 

and to explore the potential for an online archive of 

botanical history and new forms of botanical art. vaP 

Portland was made possible by a Project Grant from the 

regional arts Fund, which is administered in victoria by 

regional arts victoria. 

Four nationally recognised artists carmel Wallace, 

colleen Hughson, sandra Winkworth and myself spent 

time in the Portland Botanical Gardens responding to the 

environment. artworks were constructed offsite in 2014, 

documented and then uploaded to the vaP website for 

launch in March 2015. 

Freeloader artist sandra Winkworth; 
materials – recycled plastic take away 
containers and lids, wire.

http://virtualarboretum.com.au/
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For those new to botanic gardens, 
there is often a scramble to find good 
learning resources for one’s own 
professional growth and for use when 
developing institutional policies and 
operating procedures. 

i spent my early career on the hunt for reference 

materials; pre-worldwide web this involved ordering 

books through my local newsagent in Gladstone and 

Book REVIEW

Curating Biocultural Collections 
A HAnDBooK 
by Jan Salick, Katie Konchar 
and Mark Nesbitt (eds)
reviewer: Dr Lucy A. Sutherland,  
australian national Botanic Gardens

lucy sutherland

then waiting 6-8 weeks for the phone call that they had arrived from the usa. i often needed 

to use museum and national park related literature and adapt the content for a botanic 

garden context. 

this handbook on curating biocultural collections is well overdue and has recently been 

published by kew Publishing in association with Missouri Botanical Garden, st louis.

on the first page of this book biocultural collections are defined as ‘... ethnobiological 

specimens, artefacts and documents – plant, animal and cultural – that represent dynamic 

relationships among people, biota, and environments’. the handbook contains a series of 

chapters by well known experts in botanic gardens, as well as from museums and libraries.

in botanic gardens, we are responsible for a diverse array of collections, beyond the ‘in garden’ 

living collections, and this handbook addresses a wide range of topics, which highlights the 
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complexity of curating collections for our institutions. sections two and three cover the practical 

curation of collections in terms of materials and data management and a good balance of 

detail is described. 

i think chapters 11 and 12 are particularly useful – the information on database standards 

highlights the point of difference between data recorded for cultural collections and the data 

recorded for living and herbaria collections in botanic gardens. the range of case examples, 

web links and references to additional resources are incredibly useful. 

consequently, i think this handbook will appeal to a diverse botanic garden audience. 

the editors have suggested that this reference book needs to be read from cover to cover, but i 

think it is also the type of resource that one can dip in and out of chapters to explore particular 

elements of a topic.

I think this handbook 
will appeal to a 
diverse botanic 
garden audience.

this book merges the plant sciences with 

the social sciences to tackle critical subjects 

such as ethics and cultural sensitivities around 

collections, which is particularly relevant to assist 

in our management of donations of artefacts, 

documents and other biocultural collections. 

section four focuses on contexts and perspectives in biocultural collections. the handbook will 

assist botanic garden staff in establishing institutional policies and procedures that meet agreed 

standards, which will enable collaboration and assist institutions to share collections data for 

online resources more easily.

the use of biocultural collections for education and training in botanic gardens comes through 

strongly in this book, including dedicated chapters on education and exhibition development. 

in botanic gardens these collections are used to discuss cultures past and present and 

engage visitors in our relationship with plants and the wider natural world. this handbook 

draws our attention to some of the drawbacks of using the collections this way and discusses 

the value of having a subset that can be a ‘teaching collection’ and enables handling for 

education programmes.

i think Curating Biocultural Collections A HANDBOOK is a very useful reference resource for 

managing a diverse array of collections and seeking guidance on curation and care of these 

collections. it will soon become one of those ‘classic’ reference books for many of us working in 

botanic gardens.
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our website http://www.hamiltongardens.co.nz says:

Hamilton Gardens is located halfway between Auckland and Rotorua, 
Auckland and Waitomo, and is only a short 45 minute drive from 
Hobbiton. It is the perfect stopover to stretch your legs, take a guided 
tour or river cruise, and indulge in morning/afternoon tea or lunch.

FEATURE GARdEN

Hamilton Gardens: 
promoting garden 
tourism
Ceana Priest, Marketing & communications executive and 
Amanda Graham, Business Development Manager, Hamilton Gardens

in the 1960s Hamilton Gardens was a bleak city 

rubbish dump covered in blackberries with seagulls 

circling above. the 53 hectare site carried memories 

of the gardens’ colourful history as a pre-european 

P (Maori hill fort), British military post, victorian 

rifle-range and dog-dosing station.

on the rifle range. 
Photo credit: Hamilton Gardens 

today, the gardens are an internationally award 

winning tourist destination. Hamilton Gardens was 

awarded the prestigious ‘international Garden 

tourism award’ at the inaugural international Garden 

tourism network (iGtn) conference in France in october 2014. this annual award is presented 

to gardens that have distinguished themselves in the development and promotion of the garden 

experience as a destination tourism attraction. 

Hamilton Gardens was awarded the prestigious ‘International Garden 
tourism Award’ at the inaugural International Garden tourism 
network conference in France in 2014.

http://www.hamiltongardens.co.nz
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Previous winners have included singapore Botanic Gardens and the Gardens of trauttmansdorff 

castle in Merano, italy. the award juror, iGtn member, Michael Gauthier said the award indicated 

that Hamilton Gardens was ‘a leading example of integrating quality garden experiences to the 

tourism industry’. 

Hamilton Gardens was nominated by iGtn President Dr richard W Benfield (central connecticut 

state university/world authority on garden tourism). Following his visit to Hamilton Gardens in 

2013, Dr Benfield said ‘the concept is, by far, the most exciting i have seen in my twenty year 

career as a researcher in the field of garden tourism. Hamilton could join the ranks of the five 

international destination gardens … this is because the vision, as stated, is indeed unique in the 

world and visually spectacular’.

the vision, concept and landscape designs are the brainchild of Hamilton Gardens Director Dr 

Peter sergel. since 1980 the gardens has been planned around the theme of the context, meaning 

and history of gardens. a concept which has more in common with a modern museum or art gallery, 

where collections and features are used to tell a story. 

the gardens has been 
planned around the 
theme of the context, 
meaning and history 
of gardens. 

the five gardens underway include the:

•	 tudor Garden 

•	 concept Garden

•	 Mansfield Garden

•	 surrealist Garden

•	 Picturesque Garden 

Hamilton Gardens currently has five garden collections and 21 themed gardens and is undergoing 

an ambitious development project which commenced in 2014. the project aims to complete five 

more themed gardens along with visitor facilities within four years. 

Tudor Garden  

http://www.hamiltongardens.co.nz/collections/fantasy-

collection/tudor-garden 

the new tudor Garden opened in January this year and 

has an intricate knot garden based on the drawings of 

Didymus Mountain, the pen name of 16th century writer 

thomas Hill.

Concept Garden 

a 21st century garden that seeks to portray an idea or 

statement rather than a design solution, in a manner 

similar to conceptual art. 

http://www.hamiltongardens.co.nz/collections/fantasy-collection/tudor-garden
http://www.hamiltongardens.co.nz/collections/fantasy-collection/tudor-garden
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FEATURE GARdEN

Surrealist Garden 

the surrealist Garden will have many of the conventional 

garden features but will also include talking flowers and 

moving giant topiary figures called ‘trons’. this garden 

will have particular appeal to children.

Picturesque Garden 

the Picturesque Garden will border the Waikato river giving 

visitors expansive views along the river. the 18th century 

picturesque garden movement was inspired by painting and 

an appreciation for wild romantic landscapes. these gardens 

often introduced an artificial site history such as Gothic runs 

or hermit’s caves set amongst natural landscapes.

Mansfield Garden 

the Mansfield Garden will recreate the fictional 20th 

century garden in katherine Mansfield’s short story 

‘the Garden Party’, in which the garden is being set up 

for a garden party. the garden will include a façade of a 

late 19th century new Zealand villa, a gravel drive, lily 

pond, tennis court, and plantings typical of the period.

to support the expected growth in visitor numbers the following infrastructure will also be built: 

•	 destination playground

•	 upgraded information centre and retail outlet

•	 car park extension

•	 renaissance jetty leading into the italian renaissance Garden to connect the gardens and central 

city as part of a tourism package.

this project, costing over seven million dollars, is being funded by a partnership model: one-third 

rates funded and two-thirds externally funded.

Garden tourism has been a tourism motivator in new Zealand for many years and the gardens have 

already established themselves as a key tourist attraction in the Hamilton and Waikato region. With 

this development underway, potential exists to attract even more visitors to the city of Hamilton. 
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in its 2008 economic impact assessment, Horwath Htl (hotel, tourism and leisure consultancy) 

stated that the gardens added $8.9 million to the city’s economy annually and a total economic 

output of approximately $22 million. With the proposed development this is expected to increase 

to $12.5 million per annum by 2018, when the current development is complete.

In 2014, 39% of out-of-town visitors surveyed responded that 
Hamilton Gardens was ‘the only reason’ for their visit to Hamilton.

of this economic impact, visitor spending alone due to the gardens accounted for $5.4 million 

in 2013. With the current development, this is expected to increase to $7.6 million per annum 

by 2018. in 2014, 39% of out-of-town visitors surveyed responded that Hamilton Gardens was ‘the 

only reason’ for their visit to Hamilton.

tourism is worth one billion dollars to the Waikato region in visitor expenditure each year. Hamilton 

& Waikato tourism’s (HWt) aspirational goal is to increase this to $1.5 billion by 2025. Hamilton 

Gardens is part of that strategy. there is significant potential for tourism related jobs to be created 

within the region with international visits expected to increase by 27%, representing growth of 

179,000 visitors each year.

the vision is to see the gardens develop as a uniquely themed garden. a strategic goal toward 

achieving this vision is making Hamilton Gardens a ‘must-see’ visitor destination. it was with 

this goal in mind that Hamilton city council appointed a business development manager and 

a marketing and communications executive to manage and market the gardens for tourism 

purposes. Plans are now in place to drive greater visitor numbers and extract more value from the 

tourism market.

online presence allows visitors to engage dialogically with the gardens. Hamilton Gardens 

Facebook page has nearly four thousand followers and follower growth is between 5% and 10% 

each month. the number of instagram followers has increased 55% from october 2014 to april 

2015. the website is currently being rebuilt to include pages translated into simple chinese and an 

online tour booking functionality.

in late 2013 Hamilton Gardens launched commissionable packages targeted at inbound tour 

operators (itos). a major obstacle establishing commissionable products is that entry to Hamilton 

Gardens is free. tour buses have been using the gardens as somewhere to stop for a comfort 

break en route to other destinations. 

in response, packages have been developed including tour only or tour and catering. these tours 

are dependent on two things:

•	 volunteer tour guides

•	 skilled sales and marketing to persuade stakeholders that they should invest in a tour in order to 

fully appreciate the gardens’ unique concept.
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Promotion of the tours has included exhibiting at trade shows such as trenZ (new Zealand’s 

biggest annual international tourism showcase event), and familiarisation tours of the gardens 

organised in conjunction with tourism new Zealand (tnZ) and HWt. a daily tour is being 

introduced in september for the free and independent traveller (Fit) market, there will be a charge 

and tours commissionable. visiting locals and tourists have the opportunity to order picnics to enjoy 

in the gardens. the picnic product appeals to the Fit traveller and an up-sell to visitors booking the 

daily guided tour.

a relationship has been developed with the Waikato river explorer, a boat service operating from 

the gardens’ jetty; tickets are now sold from the information centre with a commission on all cruise 

tickets sold. the garden also offers tours in conjunction with other local attractions, such as Zealong 

tea estate.

in september 2014, in order to create a contemporary retail experience relevant to the gardens 

visitor experience and increase revenue, Hamilton city council took over management of Hamilton 

Gardens shop from the Friends. considerable time has been spent with local suppliers developing 

relationships for the manufacture of proprietary products to sell in the shop. it is important that 

products are produced locally and comply with food safety standards. 

one local product is a lemon curd made from eggs laid by the chickens 

living in the sustainable Backyard Garden. in addition to lemon curd there 

is seville orange marmalade made from oranges grown in the italian 

renaissance Garden. new products currently in production include: quince 

paste from quince grown in the gardens and honey from hives located on 

the Hamilton Gardens site. Provenance products are a top seller! 

Hamilton Gardens shop sells other locally made products. in the ‘scents of Hamilton Gardens’ 

range there are soaps, candles, hand cream, and lavender sleep Potion. this sleep potion is very 

popular with the asian market.

When the current development is complete the story will continue … the next project to construct the 

ancient egyptian, Medieval and Baroque Gardens to complete the 20 gardens planned in the central 

enclosed area by 2024. this will bring the number of gardens at Hamilton Gardens to 32 overall. 

chinese scholars 
Garden (left) and 
italian renaissance 
Garden (right).  
Photo credit: 
Hamilton Gardens

FEATURE GARdEN
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BGAnZ Queensland Report 

David Warmington, chair BGanZQ 

Cairns Botanic Garden 

the construction of the cairns Botanic Gardens conservatory is nearing completion with all steel 

work completed and the shade cloth and walls currently being installed. two sections of the roof 

structure will be fixed with a non-permeable membrane for growing tassel ferns, tropical pitcher 

plants and orchids. construction is expected to be completed in late July and botanic garden staff 

will then complete the planting and interpretive fit out. the structure is designed to hold butterflies 

and it is expected to be a popular attraction within the gardens when completed. 

PRoFESSIoNAl NETWoRkS

Botanic gardens reports

Progress on the conservatory at 20 May.

Redcliff Botanic Garden 

redcliffe Botanic Gardens reports 100% success at deterring ibises from nesting because the 

tree-lopping crew removed not only the vines but the trees supporting them. the trees were 

camphor laurels and natives which were at or near the end of their life expectancy. Whether the ibis 

return to roost in other sections of the gardens where vines cover the canopy remains to be seen. 

eDItoRIAL note
in this issue, we have provided a few different ways BGanZ committees can provide reports. 

Please send any feedback as to your preference to secretariat@bganz.org.au. also there 

will be opportunities to discuss what you want to read about in this magazine at the 

BGanZ conference in Wollongong.

mailto:secretariat@bganz.org.au
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Mackay Regional Botanic Gardens 

Queensland cycad Cycas media subsp. media 

are often termed ancient plants – food of the 

dinosaurs. they grow to varying heights dependent 

on their age. one such related cycad, Cycas 

terryana, at the Mackay regional Botanic Gardens 

(MrBG) is between 700 and 1,000 years old, stands 

around five metres tall and was rescued from a land 

clearing site around 12 years ago.

the opportunity to expand the gardens’ collection 

of cycads was offered by ergon recently. they were 

adding new infrastructure on a private property 

covered in virgin scrub littered with ancient cycads. 

ergon didn’t want to see these ancient plants 

lost forever but to collect such plants required a 

Protected Plant Harvest licence and certain criteria 

had to be met. 

yes, MrBG had such a permit, but alas due to 

recent changes in legislation, it was no longer valid. 

With collaboration between many different council 

departments, the Department of environment 

and Heritage Protection, the private landowner, 

ergon and others, MrBG renewed its permit 

and now has many more Queensland cycad as 

protected and special species to add to their 

‘living museum’ collection. 

MrBG horticultural crew with cycads before, 
during and after their relocation.

the little red flying foxes that arrived recently in their thousands have also disappeared, just as 

suddenly. they were nowhere near the area inhabited by ibises and nothing was done to disturb 

them. one day they were there and a fortnight later they were gone. again, fingers are crossed 

that they won’t return as they destroyed large sections of the canopy in the rainforest during 

their lengthy stay last year.
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Maroochy Regional Bushland Botanic Garden 

What would happen if information and learning found visitors instead of visitors having to navigate 

the whereabouts of the information so they can learn? Maroochy council is undertaking a trial to 

evaluate if beacon technology (iBeacon) can enhance visitor experiences at the garden. iBeacon is 

designed to instantly deliver location specific, enjoyable and helpful information, images, video or 

sound files to app enabled iPhone and android technology. With any luck iBeacon will provide an 

exciting platform to engage and attract new visitors to the Maroochy regional Bushland Botanic 

Garden (MrBBG) and the sculpture walk.

also, with a plant data base that tony roberts set up, MrBBG is now linked to a mobile device set 

up by Mick neville, the garden’s asset analyst. this saves a great deal of time by recording all the 

data in the field and automatically uploading into the main data base.

Work at the new children’s experiential Garden is progressing well with 50% of the first section 

of the track completed. the landscape plan is in four sections and it is hoped to have one 

section completed every six months over the next two years. this includes art work, structural 

frames and stabilised tracks. this project is a Friends of MrBBG, community and sunshine coast 

council partnership. 

Gold Coast Regional Botanic Gardens 

Gold coast regional Botanic Gardens (GcrBG) has 

just finished its first Green army project and is about to 

start a second one. the project, supervised and project 

managed by kate Heffernan and aimee clarke, has 

resulted in an indigenous display called the story of our 

country. the garden was designed by kate Heffernan 

based on a brief from local indigenous leaders at the 

yugambeh Museum. this new garden attraction is due to 

be opened on 29 June by Mayor tom tate and will involve 

a yugambeh welcome to country and smoking ceremony.

the next Green army project will involve restoration of a wetland, as well as follow up 

maintenance of the first Green army project. Follow up is really important for these projects – 

both to give the participants a thorough understanding of the project from start to finish, and to 

ensure a good long term outcome. GcrBG have definitely learnt a lot about what a group like 

the Green army can achieve, and the need for flexibility in projects to get the best out of the 

group and the resources available.

PRoFESSIoNAl NETWoRkS
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New Visitor Centre for Brisbane Botanic Gardens

timely with this edition of tHe Botanic GarDener Magazine is the announcement by 

Brisbane’s lord Mayor Graham Quirk of the new visitor information centre at Brisbane 

Botanic Gardens Mount coot-tha. the facility will provide a sense of arrival and welcome to 

Queensland’s premier botanic gardens and Brisbane’s second most visited tourist attraction. 

located adjacent to the existing administration, library and auditorium facility and linked via 

a new landscaped courtyard, this new $3.4 million centre will establish the ‘front door’ to the 

botanic gardens and clearly define the point from which visitors can meet, source information or 

purchase a gift before or after completing their visit.

responding sensitively to the existing natural and built environment of the botanic gardens the 

new visitor information centre will accommodate;  

•	 an information and welcoming centre that also includes a gift shop and gallery 

•	 dedicated facilities for the volunteer Guides

•	 an entry and gathering landscaped courtyard linking and servicing both the new visitor 

information centre and the existing auditorium 

•	 improved access to and use of the existing auditorium, education centre and amenities

•	 purpose built all access parking bays and a set down area for a welcoming arrival. 

Work of the facility will commence in late 2015.

BGAnZ Victoria Report 

John Arnott, chair BGanZ vic 

BGanZ vic held a very successful network meeting at the Bendigo Botanic Gardens in april. 

the theme for the day was ‘practical plant conservation – an attainable goal for regional botanic 

gardens’. as the title suggests the aim of the day was to explore ways in which regional botanic 

gardens with modest resources could actively become involved in plant conservation activities. 

the aim of the network meeting was to explore ways in which 
regional gardens with modest resources could become involved 
in plant conservation. 

PRoFESSIoNAl NETWoRkS
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neville Walsh presented the topic: Rare Victorian Plants – why, where, what and how?

neville discussed the ambiguity of the word rare. it can mean a few different things from 

conservation status to something more anecdotal. aside from inherent rarity, conservation status is 

almost always the result of imposing human values and frameworks on natural systems.

neville described the different ways that plants could be considered rare. rarity can be the result of:

1. Disjunct occurrences. there are a suite of species that are at the edge of their natural 

distribution range in victoria. For example, Eupomatia laurina is rare in victoria but common 

along the entire eastern seaboard. Grevillea barklayana is common in nsW with one single 

disjunct population near noojee in victoria. this could be explained as evidence of geological 

change such as glaciation. 

2. specialised requirements. Olearia astroloba is restricted to a single population on a very unique 

soil type – that of marble soils which are in themselves rare in victoria. 

3. taxonomic and plant classification. neville cited how local variants of orchids can often be 

touted to be rare and of local conservation significance. often there is little genetic evidence to 

support their rarity. conversely Melicytus dentatus, taxonomically, is likely to be a few different 

species and neville contends that some of these would likely have conservation significance.

neville discussed some recent un-extinctions: species thought to be extinct in the wild that have 

recently been rediscovered. For example Pelargonium helmsii, Caladenia pumila, Pterostylis vaida, 

Ballantinia antipoda, Pimelea spinescens subsp. pubiflora.

He also mentioned some new arrivals – taxonomic discoveries such as Prostanthera 

arapilensis, Callistemon wimmerensis, Paracaleana disjuncta, Poa sallacustris, Poa chrysoclina, 

Actinotus forsythia. 

John arnott discussed various approaches that regional botanic garden in victoria are taking 

to contribute to conservation activities, citing a number of case studies to illustrate the various 

approaches being undertaken. 

the Geelong Botanic Gardens linked their conservation efforts to a major biodiversity study that 

was undertaken for the city of Greater Geelong. their approach was one of collaborating with the 

various players in plant conservation in the region. For example, illustrative researcher enid Mayfield 

had established a studio at the gardens. enid’s major project was to illustrate the vast majority of 

the wildflowers from the otway Plains and ranges. in order to achieve this enid collected material 

from the field; it was brought into cultivation at the gardens and held in the gardens nursery. 
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once enid had finished illustrating the various stage of the plants life cycle it would be available 

for the gardens to add to their living collection. the Geelong Botanic Garden also supported 

the activities of field researchers, in particular the work of Dr Paul Gibson roy who was working 

on ecological restoration of threatened grassy ecosystems. in order to achieve this he required 

significant volumes of seed stocks and a dedicated seed orchard was established at the gardens 

that produced huge volumes of seed in support of the project. 

the Melton Botanic Garden, which is effectively managed entirely by their Friends group, have 

in recent times developed a number of really interesting displays using the indigenous plants of 

the western basalt plains. 

the colac Botanic Gardens with the support of their local australian Plant societies group 

have established a small collection of local indigenous plats from the otways forest and heath 

lands. What’s interesting to note is the approach they took to establishing this collection. 

it was sympathetic to the historic and heritage value of the gardens which celebrates its 

150th year this year. 

andrew laidlaw, landscape architect at the royal Botanic Gardens victoria (Melbourne) 

discussed the opportunities and challenges of integrating indigenous plant displays into 

heritage landscapes. the rBGv Melbourne has in recent times developed some innovative 

new gardens that sit beautifully in their gardenesque landscape. indeed one of these gardens, 

the rare and threatened plant garden, showcases nearly 200 rare and threatened victorian 

plant species.

ruth raleigh, senior Program officer at Department of environment, land, Water & Planning 

discussed using local networks: accessing information about local floras and plants of 

conservation significance. ruth detailed the logistics and various approaches that can be 

considered for accessing plant material of rare and threatened plants. 

Gemma Fennell, Bendigo Botanic Gardens’ Development officer introduced the Garden for the 

Future project which is stage one of the rejuvenation of the Bendigo Botanic Gardens. this was 

followed by a tour of the garden with Brad crème (the gardens’ curator), Jan orr (president of 

Friends of Bendigo Botanic Gardens and member of Bendigo Field naturalists) and Jane cleary 

(past president of the Friends). BGanZ vic is very appreciative of the city of Greater Bendigo 

for hosting the day. 

on the committee front we are planning the next few events which include the co-hosted 

BGanZ vic/Pla horticultural seminar in July and a network meeting to be held at Wilson 

Botanic Park in september. 
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BGAnZ nsW Workshop Report 

Greg Bourke, curator Manager, Blue Mountains Botanic Garden, 
Mount tomah 

on 18 February representatives from botanic gardens across nsW and victoria attended 

a workshop hosted by the Blue Mountains Botanic Garden, Mount tomah. the workshop 

provided an overview of what an invasive plant is and a look at the key traits that make a plant 

invasive. the group then looked at Weed risk assessment Methodology and managing existing 

weedy species.

learning from examples of some of the early introductions into australia, such as blackberry, the 

group was able to get a better understanding of how to restrict the development of new weed 

problems, prevent the dissemination of known weed species, reduce the impact of existing 

weeds, develop a framework for continuing weed management and develop programs to 

educate and inform the community about weeds. 

the workshop provided a better understanding of how 
to prevent the dissemination of known weed species and 
restrict the development of new ones. 

We looked at how the Blue Mountains Botanic Garden has tackled some of the species that 

have been identified as weedy in its collection, highlighting that the best solution is not always 

straight out removal. the example of agapanthus was used to highlight how sterile hybrids can 

be grown as an alternative to the weedy species. interpretation titled ‘agapanthus – love or 

loathe them’ attracts visitors to read on and therefore gain an understanding of what they can 

do at home to help prevent the introduction and spread of weeds.

there was a good range of experience in the room and all agreed that further review of the 

Weed risk analysis Procedure (WraP) is required to capture some of the problems encountered 

in recent years – especially surrounding native species. Discussion surrounding the centralisation 

of a database on WraP scores for botanic gardens was suggested to assist others. We also had 

a quick look at some of the new technologies available to us in the form of mobile apps. 

Feedback was great. the opportunity to network was as important as the sharing of knowledge 

about weeds. i’d like to thank Peter symes of the royal Botanic Gardens Melbourne who 

provided course material that was amended to suit this particular course. 

PRoFESSIoNAl NETWoRkS
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BRon – Botanic Gardens Record officers network  

Tom Myers, Bron committee chair

the test of a garden database is how well it helps staff work together; usually this involves 

collecting and entering a fair amount of data. But what do you do if you manage a relatively 

large garden with a small staff and little or no it support or training?  this is the problem faced 

by many regional botanic gardens.

the working group, formed over three years ago, to choose or enable development of a 

regional botanic garden database has tackled these problems and come up with several 

pragmatic strategies. these rest on using existing software options, but diverge in results.

in Dandenong, Glenn Maskell and Parks victoria have developed a system with a Microsoft 

(Ms) excel front end run by an Ms Jet database back end. Ms Jet should be available on any 

computer using Ms office 2007. the database is designed to be easy for field staff to use, with 

standard gardener terms for fields. this database will be either free or low cost. Parks victoria 

will retain ownership and development rights of this database.

in Mackay, ross Demuth has been actively using the opensource database, Bauble, for over 

three years now. this is an opensource database developed at Belize Botanic Garden, and is 

not restricted to Windows. the database front end allows users to quickly step through routine 

daily tasks such name entry, accessing and plant recording. the current user interface offers 

modest help to beginners; so as it stands, it is better suited to those who are comfortable 

learning new programs. 

additional databases being looked at include one recently developed at eurobodalla Botanic 

Garden based on Ms access, and BraHMs from oxford Botanic Garden in the uk, currently 

available for free or with a small license cost depending on circumstances. Because of its 

existing wide group of herbarium users, many features have been worked through, such 

as mapping, plant names and web serving information. recent collaboration with Morton 

arboretum is resulting in improved living collection and propagation modules.

PRoFESSIoNAl NETWoRkS

From the CoMMIttee CHAIR 
at the Wollongong congress in october we are planning a workshop session to 

demonstrate the various databases the working group have been testing and assessing – 

and of course, talk about next steps and how regional botanic gardens might get involved 

in adopting a database platform and progressing their record keeping.
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9th BGCI education Congress Report

Sharon Willoughby, Manager Public Programs, royal Botanic Gardens 
victoria (cranbourne)

Biodiversity for a Better World: Wild Ideas Worth Sharing was the inspirational title of the 9th 

education congress organised by Botanic Gardens conservation international (BGci). BGci 

have run education congresses every three years, each at a different location around the globe, 

since 1991. the 5th international congress was held in sydney and hosted by royal Botanic 

Gardens sydney in 2002. the 9th congress (26 april to 1 May 2015) was hosted by Missouri 

Botanical Gardens (MoBot) and was attended by more than 300 delegates from 43 countries. 

Delegates came from a broad range of botanic gardens education professions, friends and 

volunteers groups. 

Conference reports

the aussie contingent exploring Missouri Botanical 
Gardens annexe – shaw nature reserve at dusk. 
(left to right): carla Pettit, Director of Place that Plant, 
Bronte House, nsW; Phil Pettitt; sharon Willoughby; David 
Baguley, Friend Gold coast regional BG; rana Baguley, 
kylie regester; Fran Jackson and Marcelle Broderick.

the triennial education congresses 

are an important opportunity for the 

global botanic gardens education 

community to come together to 

share ideas, learn from each other’s 

successes and challenges. the 

congress provides valuable time out 

to explore and re-examine strategies, 

future directions and practice towards 

creating an eco-literate global citizenry 

aware of the value of plants to life on 

earth and the threat of global change. 

the 9th Congress set the 
international agenda for 
botanic gardens education 
for the next three years.

these congresses also set the 

international agenda for botanic 

gardens education for the next three 

years. they provide an important 

networking opportunity to delegates 

and a chance to recharge our 

passion for the vital work we do as 

a community.
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MoBot and BGci staff put together a congress program with a great balance between panel 

discussions, hands on workshops, big ideas from keynote speakers and sensational networking 

opportunities. it is no exaggeration to say that the congress ran like clockwork and we all felt 

extremely well taken care of. the sunday night Welcome Reception: A Taste of Missouri took place 

around the central axis of the Gardens; flanked by the world-renowned climatron (the world’s first 

geodesic dome used as a conservatory) and the historic spink Pavilion (MoBot is 155 years old). 

the gardens in this area were bursting with tulips in full bloom and looked spectacular. We were 

treated to seasonal fare from some of st. louis’ finest local farmers, signature botanic cocktails 

and the vintage jazz and blues sounds of tommy Halloran’s Guerrilla swing Band – impressive. 

this evening set the tone of the congress: we were there to work hard but we were also there, to 

spend as much time as possible networking, sharing our stories and immersing ourselves in st. louis 

culture (Baseball – go cardinals!, BBQ and Bluegrass). MoBot President Peter Wyse Jackson in 

opening the congress assured us that he had arrange nice weather for us – and indeed the sun 

shone all week.

recognising that botanic gardens worldwide receive one quarter of a billion visitors 

each year, the congress reviewed how best to motivate, equip and support all our 

visitors to take an increasingly active role in the environmental stewardship of their local 

communities. the congress called on delegates to mobilise their collective expertise 

towards this end. 

From the draft BGci statement on the congress, participants highlighted the need to:

1. Mobilise and support a growing number of audiences to become citizen scientists and 

environmental stewards conserving plants worldwide and in their own communities.

2. Develop the social role of botanic gardens by connecting with all sectors of society 

and engaging them beyond the garden walls especially those that are currently 

marginalised. Botanic gardens will strive to help these communities develop meaningful 

relationships with nature, in order to establish a greater quality of life and more 

sustainable livelihoods.

3. Pursue a shared, multidisciplinary research and evaluation agenda and establish agreed 

measureable targets that contribute to and advance the field of conservation so that 

stewardship of biodiversity can be monitored and enhanced.

4. create bridges among disciplines, within and across institutions, to harness the 

wisdom that can be created by blending multiple perspectives and in order to create 

greater impact.

PRoFESSIoNAl NETWoRkS
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What was the highlight for the Australian delegates?

Phil Pettitt, Coordinator Community Greening, RBG Sydney. My BGci experience highlighted to 

me the great work being done to connect communities with nature. Botanic gardens like Missouri, 

kew and a range of fellow international gardens including many from developing nations support 

disadvantaged schools and communities in similar ways to our very own Community Greening 

program here in sydney. MoBot is certainly a most amazing garden with its range of activities and 

operations. MoBot’s armand randrianasol was an inspiration for me. 

the project in 
Madagascar is 
surely a future 
blueprint for botanic 
gardens worldwide.

the project he is running (combining community 

development and conservation in Madagascar) is surely 

a future blueprint for botanic gardens worldwide. 

this project even improves the health of Madagascans. 

it provides a framework for remaining relevant during a 

time of competing resources and diminishing budgets for 

conservation and science. this congress was a once-in-a-

lifetime opportunity and i am very much looking forward to my team’s panel session Building 

Stronger Communities with Garden Networks. Many thanks to the Friends of the Gardens for 

the scholarship that enabled me to attend this wonderful conference.

Kylie Regester, Manager Public Programs, Royal Botanic Gardens Victoria (Melbourne). 

one of the memorable stories i heard at the congress was that of the Monarch butterfly. 

Dr rebeca Quinonez-Pinon, Director of la cruz Habitat Protection Habitat, told us of the 

Monarch’s epic journey from Mexico to canada and how the butterfly’s habitat is under threat. 

catherine Werner, sustainability Director of the city of st louis, explained how the council is 

working with the MoBot on the Milkweeds for Monarch initiative, to educate the community 

about the importance of habitat and encourage planting of host plants. the project has 

been a great success, already reaching the target number of gardens. Just like the Monarch 

butterfly’s relationship with its host plant, for me this story beautifully illustrates the relationship 

and positive impact botanic gardens can have when working with their community to make 

a difference. My thanks to the Friends of the rBG Melbourne for the scholarship to attend 

the congress.

Fran Jackson, Longwood Graduate Fellow, RBG Sydney. this BGci congress addressed some 

of the issues which confront botanic gardens in the contemporary world, in particular seeking 

out new audiences and remaining relevant to the community in which the garden resides. 

Dr Bernadette lynch’s presentation on the five-year BGci initiative communities in nature, a 

program which encourages botanic gardens to grow their social role, resonated with much of 

the audience. 
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this was the research that everyone was talking about after the congress and i can’t wait to see 

the report on this initiative. Personally it was quite a thrill to walk through the entrance of MoBot 

for the first time. MoBot is a garden whose scope and depth of work demonstrates the lofty 

heights a botanic garden can aspire to, given visionary leadership and quite a bit of cash! 

Marcelle Broderick, Director Business and Visitor Services, Kings Park and Botanic Garden. 

MoBot was a very welcoming and appropriate place for this superbly organised congress. 

i learned a great deal about how other botanic gardens around the world are facing challenges 

and spreading the key messages of education and conservation. i had the opportunity to reflect 

on how we are doing this in Western australia, as well as ways to improve. 

the fact that botanic gardens welcome so many millions of people every year means that 

collectively we have an excellent opportunity to assist our communities develop a more 

meaningful relationship with nature and maybe 

even become better environmental stewards, 

overtly and through a range of innovative 

educational strategies. a significant focus of the 

congress was the social role of botanic gardens, 

connecting the social fabric in the community 

through outreach and direct interaction with 

visitors and neighbours. i am very grateful to the 

wonderful and generous volunteer Friends of kings 

Park for supporting my attendance. shaw nature reserve. Photo credit: Phil Pettitt

Rana Baguley, Education officer, Gold Coast Regional Botanic Garden.  

as the sole education officer at the Gold coast regional Botanic Gardens, i found the BGci 

education congress overwhelming! there was such a wealth of ideas, practical sessions and 

inspirational plenary addresses to digest in six days. the theme: Wild Ideas Worth Sharing; 

Biodiversity for a Better World ran throughout the whole week. 

so many individuals are making such a difference to the world in which we live. as an educator 

in a botanic garden, it is my task to foster an understanding of biodiversity and to highlight the 

importance of biodiversity to students and the broader community. there were many sessions 

and workshops that introduced creative ways to engage children and adults in learning about the 

natural world.

looking at the relevance of botanic gardens to the community, the congress opened my eyes to 

the many ways people can be attracted to gardens and engaged in botanical ‘discovery’. MoBot 

did an amazing job in every aspect of staging the conference. the networking with fellow educators 

from australia and around the world was invaluable to me.
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Sharon Willoughby, Manager Public Programs, Royal Botanic Gardens Victoria (Cranbourne). 

a number of themes emerged through the congress that i have been thinking about ever since i 

returned to my desk. nature Play continues to have a big impact on the programs that we develop 

and the pedagogical models that botanic gardens are developing worldwide. Programs that 

engage visitors (regardless of age) with a sensory exploration of plants, whether this is through 

food, perfume, adult – cocktails or art are proving to be big winners – in terms of audience numbers 

and impact. these are really engaging ideas for exploring plant biodiversity.

the Missouri congress was an extremely 

rich and rewarding experience for all who 

attended. i would encourage anyone with 

an interest to begin saving their pennies, 

writing their grant applications to attend 

the 10th international congress on 

education in Botanic Gardens which will be 

held in Warsaw, Poland in 2018. 

the Fabulously risky and challenging, city Museum 
st. louis. How do we make Botanic Gardens as immersive 
as this experience? Photo credit: sharon Willoughby

the congress has left me 
with some big unanswered 
questions that I will ponder 
over the next few months as 
we head towards our BGAnZ 
Congress in Wollongong in 
october 2015.

Human health and well-being has long been 

a concern of botanic gardens education 

in the third World. this stream appears to 

be emerging as a universal area of concern 

for botanic gardens – a growing reflection 

of our times and perhaps our growing 

understanding of the connections between 

human and environmental health.

the congress has left me with some big unanswered questions that i will ponder over the next 

few months as we head towards our BGanZ congress in Wollongong in october 2015. What 

next for interpretation and education? With the emergence of social media as interpretive, 

educational and promotional tools both on and offsite, what practices and principles underscore 

engagement in this space? How do we best use new media to connect with our communities 

when technology and practice in this space moves so quickly? Finally i wonder how we as a 

global community are tackling the really big issues of our time. climate change and the myriad 

of other global changes unfolding as we progress through the anthropocene – how are we 

progressing on interpretation and educational programs that address these issues through our 

collections? i have a feeling we have much to learn from the museum sector about engagement 

in this space. 

PRoFESSIoNAl NETWoRkS
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7th Biennial BGAnZ Congress, Wollongong Botanic 
Garden 27–30 october 2015

this innovative conference has a program mix of keynote speakers, seminars, presentations, 

workshops, garden tours, team building exercises and evening networking events.

Proudly referred to by locals as ‘the Gong’, Wollongong lies on the narrow coastal strip between 

the illawarra escarpment and the Pacific ocean in the illawarra region of nsW. the Gong delivers 

a mix of metropolitan style, seaside living and small town charm, just one hour south of sydney’s 

domestic and international airport. 

We encourage you to consider extending your stay and discover the beauty of our region by 

browsing through a selection of images posted on the Wollongong website. register now at 

2015 BGanZ congress website.

Australasian Conference of Volunteer Guides in Botanic 
Gardens sydney 21–25 september 2015 

Calendar of 
conferences and events 

the royal Botanic Gardens and Domain trust (rBG&Dt) will host the 

australasian conference of volunteer Guides in Botanic Gardens in sydney 

21–25 september 2015.

against the spectacular backdrop of sydney Harbour, this conference 

will highlight the extensive plant collections of the rBG&Dt; discuss 

current botanical research; explore issues of climate change; and provide 

opportunities for an exchange of ideas between volunteer guides in 

botanic gardens.

tours will be offered to the australian Botanic Garden Mount annan, site of PlantBank, and to 

the Blue Mountains Botanic Garden Mount tomah. this conference is a lead-up event of the 

2016 celebration of the bicentenary of the royal Botanic Garden sydney. registrations are now 

open. the link to the website is http://www.rbgsyd.nsw.gov.au/support/volunteers/australasian_

conference_of_volunteer_Guides_in_Botanic_Gardens.

http://www.visitnsw.com/destinations/south-coast/wollongong-and-surrounds/?gclid=CjwKEAjw5ZKiBRDhqa-Yjcml9kYSJABia-RndatMg5Nk0valvq9wq6Jpft6u9Rr3iH2I6XvqoCouBBoC3aLw_wcB
http://wollongong.nsw.gov.au/bganz
http://www.rbgsyd.nsw.gov.au/support/volunteers/Australasian_Conference_of_Volunteer_Guides_in_Botanic_Gardens
http://www.rbgsyd.nsw.gov.au/support/volunteers/Australasian_Conference_of_Volunteer_Guides_in_Botanic_Gardens
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BGAnZ AGM 2015

all Welcome – Wollongong Botanic Gardens 

27 october 2015

BGAnZ 7th Conference

Wollongong Botanic Gardens, nsW 

25–30 october 2015 

The Australasian Conference of Volunteer 
Guides in Botanic Gardens

sydney 21–25 september 2015

new Zealand Plant nature Conservation 
network ‘nurturing our conservation roots 
for generations to come’

Dunedin, nZ 

28–31 october 2015

6th BGCI Conference Geneva 2017

(details to be announced)



www.bganz.org.au

http://www.bganz.org.au
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